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Introduction from Jess Anthony
Messages with the Masters
My name is Jess Anthony, and I suspect I may be known online primarily for the messages
I have posted the last few years through the AbundantHope website. These postings have
been commentaries by Christ Michael Aton, Esu Immanuel, Siraya, Monjoronson, Azreal,
and others on what is happening on Earth at the present time. Everything that I have
posted has been a direct quote from spiritual guides, not a paraphrase. I do ask for
specifics, but they tell me only what they want me to know. I post what I do because it
speaks to me.
I have been receiving messages since 2001, when I was told by a telepathic friend that I
should start hearing comments from spiritual guides myself. I have posted only a fragment
of what I have heard. The form of the messages began ten years ago as a personal
conversation between me and the guides; it has changed into the more general
commentaries posted now. What I called Journal entries at the beginning are no longer
that.
I began sending samples of my messages to Candace back in 2005 when I came across
the information she was posting online. I realized that we both were hearing similar
spiritual information without knowing about each other. She was encouraging to me, and
eventually I joined with the group she was forming. Since that time I have posted primarily
on the AbundantHope Website.
A blog I created a few years ago called Azreal Speaks has some overlap with Abundant
Hope, but generally is an anthology of other messages that have not been posted. This
group of messages is more personal and shows specific comments to me on the arts,
sexuality, and healing. The Website link for that blog is http://www.azrealspeaks.com
A second blog I started recently called The Voice of Esu focuses primarily on messages
from Sananda Esu Immanuel Kumara as a way to collect his later commentaries in one
place. It posts the original English messages I received, as well as translations of most of
them into German, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, and Portuguese. Many of these have
also been posted at Abundant Hope. The Website link is http://voiceofesu.com/home/
In all of my messages, I don’t channel in the sense that I go out of body and a guide comes
in. I get in a focused meditative state and begin to hear words in my head. This type of
telepathy is clairaudience. I am fully conscious, and I type the words on my computer as I
hear them. It really is like taking dictation. I occasionally ask mental questions, but
generally the messages take shape in my mind as the fully formed essays I post.
The process of receiving a message involves the spiritual guide on the other end sending
an idea to me from the truth of his or her higher perspective. The guide sees the complete
picture of what could happen based on a number of options Earth can choose to follow.
Anyone receiving a message inevitably has certain biases based on past experience and
personal preferences. Although a true idea comes into the receiver’s brain, it then takes
the form his or her mind determines, based on the individual’s likes and dislikes. The truth
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of the idea becomes skewed usually, emerging as a message that speaks more positively
or negatively, depending on the receiver's preconceptions. The language used to express
this message is structured by the vocabulary typically used to express the receiver’s own
ideas. The receiver is the channel for the guide's idea, but the message communicated
emerges colored by the receiver’s preconceptions and literary style.
The challenge for me has been to be as neutral as possible and let the guides speak with
as much breadth as possible without me influencing the shape of their message too much.
Hopefully, the words I transmit are effective tools to convey the energy of the idea that
shaped them in the first place. The guide's energy is what actually resonates with the
reader, not the receiver's message.
Because of the type of messages I had been posting over the years, I was approached by
Christ Michael Aton in 2007 to assume a more formal role as what he called “Oracle” or
voice for Esu and him. As he said:
My plan is what has been outlined here through Candace and her writings over these
years, and also through what you have heard me say to you. You have provided a running
commentary on ideas and issues that have cropped up, and I am grateful to you for your
clear explanations and careful assessments. This is an example of the type of analysis and
discernment that will be necessary in the days to come. This is not to say that others are
not discerning and involved. Just to say that you have provided an excellent example for
them to match.
I will say that you are an oracle for me and for Esu Sananda, and we value your ability to
hear clearly and truthfully. For this reason we have come to rely on you for your balanced
pronouncements and personal messages that others find resonant. You have always
sought to be clean in your thoughts and you have also sought to be unbiased and open to
whatever you have heard us say to you. This will be difficult for you to post, I understand,
but it is time …to become visible as our voice. This will have more ramifications later as we
enter the period of changes that are coming, and your role will be clearly identified and
observed.
Others will say that we are not speaking through you. That you are speaking from your
own ego and your own imagination. No. This is a clear line of transmission from me, the
Christ Michael of Nebadon, and my pronouncements and decisions are determining when
it is time to say enough. I have waited until the very last minute to say “Begin”—and I am
still shaping my final decisions—but the impetus has started and the events are now
unstoppable. The visible effects of my decisions will be seen shortly. This will take the
shape of a transformation of your world and a removal of the most egregious resistance to
my will and my Universal law. This is no longer a debate or a contest. This is a change that
is underway. (5-23-07)

Back in 2008, Candace also had this to say about my messages and about me as a
source. I am very grateful for such glowing remarks, and I would like to include them here,
as well:
Aton and Esu have often asked me to read back Jess' work with them, and they have
always been exceptionally pleased with it. Often they notify me before Jess has placed it,
that the work has been done, and something of its contents, and the piece ALWAYS rings
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true of what has been conveyed through Jess.
Jess is a person of great integrity, and I will myself continue where necessary to set an
example for others, and defend all members of this Holy Organization in Service to Christ
Michael (Aton) of Nebadon, and the visible Planetary Prince, Sananda Esu Immanuel
Kumara. Every single member selected to this team thus far, and those to come in the
future are Christed Individuals, acting always in the highest ability to serve. So Be It.
Namaste in service to the God within each and the all.
I have tried to be a clear conduit for information from Esu and Christ Michael and everyone
else I hear. I hope these messages reflect that as you read them.
Jess Anthony
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Esu Gives an Update
By Jess Anthony
# 120 May 30, 2011

5-26-11
Esu, I would like further conversations on paper. I feel, once again, that the treading water phase
has happened. Gaia says she's in labor. We've had more messages warning the dark not to
continue. Has anything changed?
Jess, let's talk. Much has changed that you can't see. Political upheavals are about ready to occur.
I know you don't like to hear such potential pronouncements, but movements are taking place that
will bring about changes. This undercurrent of dissatisfaction and rebellion even is gaining
momentum all over the world. We are helping this upset happen. We do this by active involvement
and by steering the flow of information that the mass public is seeing. There is a strong voice of
disinformation, that is true, but we are helping to shape the revelations that are undermining what
has been manipulated earlier.
This is one area of where we are intervening in current affairs. We also are actively monitoring the
Earth's movements and energy flow. Gaia's physical form is breaking apart, and we are helping to
moderate the intensity of what has to happen to relieve the stress. We do this to protect as many
inhabitants as we can. We prefer not to have a massive disaster, if we can help it, by shifting some
of the pressure points that are most threatening. You can watch the earthquake sites and see the
great increase in frequency and intensity that is happening. Helping the pressure move around is
what is maintaining some stability.
We haven't talked about the Wave much lately. The energy from Source is continuing to reach out
to Earth, and the increase in frequency it is causing is having an effect on people's attitudes and
actions. This increased energy is one factor that is causing other issues to happen. People's
physical systems have to retune to this higher frequency, and this speeding up is causing them to
change. Those who can't adapt to this higher energy will collapse. This is similar to what is
happening with Earth's shell. The inadaptable physical manifestation is the outworking of flawed
energy patterns; the problems that are visible are the products of the imbalances that the system
has incorporated. New balances and energy patterns can't exist within the old shapes.
Realize that this process of closure and change is complicated and more involved than you can
possibly imagine. Think of how difficult your life is to negotiate, and multiply that by the total
population of the world. The population is also integrated with all of Earth's systems, and it is
impossible to focus on one area to the exclusion of the others. All is interrelated, and Christ
Michael Aton is overseeing everything because everything is an extension of him. We are making
continual progress, but the complexity of the project is immense. We actually do have timelines
and checklists to work from, and Source has established a final point that we are working toward.
This progress is not random or sporadic; we have specific parameters we are working within.
But it seems that way to you because of the complexity of what we are working with. You on Earth
still have a linear perception of a sequence of events leading to an end result. The process we are
working with is more like creating a mosaic of thousands of fragments that all have to be in place
before the picture is completed.
I tell you to look for balance and be conscious of how you all relate to each other. What appears to
be reality is your interpretation of the interplay between energy streams. Each person views his or
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her situation through their own perspectives. It is finally you that defines what you see. Your sense
of definition is refined by experience and affirmation from Christ Michael Aton that what you
perceive is, in fact, what is true. Once you have this awareness, then you create yourself with
assurance to shape your existence. When you shape your circumstances with awareness, you
connect energy streams with balance and harmony.
I won't tell you a schedule since the progress is made through a myriad of changes that seemingly
aren't related. However, the nearness to the finish is indicated by the ever increasing revelations
and physical turmoil. These occurrences are related. The energy released by one affects the
stability of the other. The imbalance that results triggers further shifting in other places or in other
ways. Be aware that many levels of concerns are being watched, and many elements of resolution
and closure are happening. Prepare for a break through when you least expect it. As we have told
you many times, the end will come like a thief in the night. You won't know until it happens. Be
ready to move into action when you must.
Esu
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Christ Michael Aton Speaks on Anger and Perfection
By Jess Anthony
# 121 Jul 4, 2011
7-4-11
Christ Michael Aton, I'm asking for comments on anger and blame and seeking perfection. These
topics have raised questions with me and I feel both should be addressed.
Jess, I am here with you. These both are dissimilar but connected topics, as you view them. I
speak of perfection, but I understand that man is not capable of that state. I ask for as much
completion as possible and as much resolution. Man's sense of balance and accomplishment is
tied in with his sense of achieving a goal or finding a solution. He doesn't sense equilibrium unless
he has no more tasks that are incomplete.
I seek the best resolution possible for ongoing situations that man has started. These are
complicated by steps Gaia must take to move ahead with her ascension to a new level of
vibration. We are coordinating various levels of energy that each requires a separate field of
operation. The energy of Earth that you view with anticipation of disasters is one complicated
level. The winding down of struggles in other fields like banking or military control have still a
strong energy pattern that must have closure. Man's attempts to keep these initiatives going are
preventing a peaceful dying down of the energy arc. His last minute attempts to keep control have
continued this sequence beyond the limit of what should have been a natural ending. Any possible
option is tried with little regard for the peripheral consequences.
I am working from a time frame determined by galactic and cosmic changes that have been
planned by Source and his agents in Orvonton. I am privy to the choices, and my determinations
are colored by these others at a higher level. I am the supreme creator and judge for my universe
of Nebadon, but my position is, none the less, in coordination with the decisions of my overseers. I
have my own free will in choices for my universe, but even they must be in alignment with
directives from Havona and the Paradise Isle.
Let's continue with the questions you asked yourself. What is anger? What is blame? How is this
manifested, and who is to determine what authority makes judgment?
Anger is a reaction based on memories and experiences. It is an emotional creation that shifts
responsibility to someone or something else. Unhappiness or frustration seeks a cause, and man
is programmed at this point to assume the source of discomfort or imbalance is external.
All reactions are built around internal decisions. An outside source does not choose an individual
response. A situation is analyzed and placed in a category made up of preconceptions and
opinions. These categories trigger emotional responses, which then trigger actions or reactions.
An individual perceives a situation, determines the extent of interaction with personal balance,
evaluates the extent of this disruption based on past experiences, ranks it, and begins to define it
with emotional reactions. These emotional reactions range from anger to helplessness. Based on
these emotional colorings, an individual gives up personal control to the perceived threat. The
reactions may be an attack or surrender. The blame is put on the outside cause, and the anger or
feeling of weakness is viewed as a justified defense.
In each situation the cause of the feelings is the individual, not the outside source. When a person
maintains spiritual balance, the perception of discomfort is viewed as an assessment of personal
context that needs a different focus. Something internal needs to be examined and resolved to
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prevent this sense of imbalance. Why is the external situation causing a sense of threat or
weakness? What preconception triggers this reaction? What caused this preconception in the first
place? What experience could have been handled differently and resolved with more peace?
Once this core issue is realized, an individual can release the negative energy by asking for
alignment with my truth and light. When this core issue is released and cleaned, the emotional
baggage disappears. The outside disturbance no longer takes away personal power and triggers
an emotional habit in defense.
Much is happening in your outside world-or at least it seems that way, based on the information
your senses are able to provide. Perceptions are colored by the perceptions of others, and
described in terms that have been determined by the observers as red flags to set off
preconditioned emotional routines. It is impossible for man to free himself from these emotional
manipulations, even though he tries to remain balanced.
My advice is to examine before you react. Look at the source of the information, analyze the
description, maintain a sense of perspective on reactions it may cause in others, and explore your
own emotional feelings before you rush into action or surrender your resistance. Ask for balance
and alignment to know what steps to take. Don't automatically fall into reactions that are
preconditioned or set up by the information itself.
I am in charge of what is going on, not the powers of the dark, or the voices telling you how to
think or react. Political unrest and natural disasters are just experiences, not events that will
cause me to lose control of my creation. I am not allowing the destruction of anything that will be
necessary for man to ascend with Earth. This is a given. This has already been decided, and all
the so-called threats you see are only generating fear to tap into instilled habits that prevent you
finding spiritual balance and alignment with me. Focus on me and ignore what is trying to create
anger or blame. Resolve your personal issues and move towards perfection.
Christ Michael Aton
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Father Source Speaks on Closure and Change
By Jess Anthony
# 122 Jul 6, 2011
7-6-11
Creator Source, I ask for comments from you. This may come through Siraya, or some other
voice, but I do remember words this morning. They said you were all around. Speak to that again,
please.
Jess, I am speaking to you again. This is the Creator Source, as you called me. Papa Source as
others have. First Source seems too impersonal. Papa seems, to you, to familial.
I am speaking directly. I have no need to go through others, if I choose. I have spoken to you
before, and we discussed our long history together. My attention is now focused on Earth,
particularly, and its concluding moments before the next phase of its evolution begins.
I spoke of being wrapped in my energy. I sent out the wave of my intentions and it is manifesting
as higher frequency vibrations that are affecting all. My comments to you this morning came at a
time when you were most receptive to hearing. Now is more of an effort. But your focus is holding
my comments together so that I may speak to you and others who may read this.
I told Johan that decisions had been made. Christ Michael Aton as you call him also said to you
that there was a timetable based on my wishes. I have a vision of how I intend for Earth to change.
Man who has become attuned to her intentions also has a place in the process. This requires
awareness and willingness to become part of this movement. Man is a part of Earth and should
not be eliminated out of hand.
Earth must let go of what it has held on to for so long. As you know this is difficult. The most
difficult step is the first one. The flood of relief that comes once this has been taken is a revelation.
Preliminary steps are being taken to test the resilience of her physical system. More and more
quakes are recorded, and more extreme weather is being experienced. Her confidence is almost
ready for this major shift. It probably won't be mindless, even so. Her care for her inhabitants
continues to influence the extent and location of her releases.
I do see July as a month of letting go in many areas. Events will continue, nonetheless, but the
long range assumptions are really not going to happen. This is all taking place because my energy
is seeping in and raising the normal level of vibration. This part of my idea is refashioning itself. My
wealth of new experience that has come from man's embodiment on Earth has allowed me to
create the new phase of Earth's ascension in more detail that was ever possible. I know where I
want this universe to go, and Christ Michael has become one with my idea. This refashioning is
what will happen. Christ Michael is working out the details of how this is to take place.
He knows that the time is near for this to shift into a higher phase. He, by his very nature,
continues to call for more to awaken, even as he draws this phase to a close. Because reality and
materialization are always in flux based on the actualization that continues to change what had
come before, the details necessary to make the decision to close are constantly modifying their
arrangement. This fact is part of what has caused an extended closing down beyond the assumed
timeframe in Earth's system of measurement.
Look to the East for the beginning. The arrival of the sun will indicate that my will is being manifest.
Each day brings more of my closeness.
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Father Source, as part of the Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit
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Christ Michael Aton Says It Has Started
By Jess Anthony
# 123 Jul 24, 2011
7-24-11
Christ Michael, I feel you want to speak. Use me to say what you wish.
Jess, let's speak clearly and matter-of-factly. I realize that is not a word, but I want to convey the
intensity and sincerity of what I am going to tell you.
The time is now for us to begin. We have postponed and delayed the final sequence until the time
has run out by our calendar. I know you tend not to believe our statements of definite events
happening on specific dates. You have had ten years of delays and postponements from the
projected timelines we have given you. Each instance has had a reason to be changed. We have
always found a better solution to resolve the situation causing the crisis. Everything from our
perspective has been measured by the slow movements of galactic forces. We have allowed
postponements and delays because the forces necessary to implement changes on Earth were
not all in place.
The cosmic moves are all in place now. The tools we need to effect changes are in position. Your
solar system operates through exchanges of energy. You may imagine the planets moving in
circles and spinning around the sun, but the purpose of all that movement is to generate energy.
This movement provides the energy that runs your physical form. Your planet and all the creation
it houses are fueled by the energy of the universe. Without it nothing can function. The frequency
of the energy waves determines the form the embodiment takes. Ideas are energy that must be
formulated, and your world is the manifestation of my idea for your incarnation. This is a laboratory
to learn and experience certain aspects of creation I have designated for further developments.
Earth is unique and you are especially privileged to experience its lessons.
I have said through you and various other messengers that the time is now. My role is not exactly
pushing a button to begin the chain reaction. It is more personal, actually. I am my creation and I
have to feel that everything is ready to allow a change to begin. This will transform me, as well,
and as is the situation with Gaia, we both have to sense that everything is ready to start. The
energy from Father Source is surrounding my universe, and all its elements are reacting because I
am ready to receive the force of the wave.
We spoke this morning about how each person on Earth is experiencing aspects of the dual
incarnation I had with Esu. I pointed out that each spirit was being housed in a physical body in
much the same way. You all chose the form you would need to continue your exploration, and you
determined the genetic design you would need by observing the progression of generations
leading up to the production of the physical form you assumed. In my case, Esu had done the
work and I chose to share the embodiment. His format was the most suitable one for me to use to
effect the changes I needed to make to guide my creation back to my original intention. His
purpose was my purpose, but it took the power of both our energies to make the shift necessary
when we were housed in a lower dimensional form that was designed to be separate from my
universal truths.
In a similar way, my universe must have the form I need to effect the changes Father Source
wishes. The situation on Earth, while extreme, is not the only element being affected in my
universe. I am particularly mindful of what happens here on my final bestowal planet, however,
and the circumstances here must be ready in all aspects. This is why I have waited until the very
last minute to say it is time.
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You can look at the level of confusion and breakdown that is becoming visible. These are the initial
steps of the process. The change has begun, and will only intensify as more and more energy
pours in.
Esu has spoken to you of the potential of August. This is a month by your reckoning that will have
a galactic configuration that is unique for our purposes. This configuration was not a random
occurrence. It was planned long ago for this particular time. The planets and celestial bodies that
surround you were moved into position much like pieces on a chessboard. They had to be in place
to provide the levels of energy Earth was going to need to trigger all the changes that have to
occur.
These energies are such that the existing configurations on Earth cannot hold. As you know,
physical forms are manifestations of the original ideas. The previous ideas and their embodiments
will have to change. Those that cannot will become erratic and fall apart. Thinking, behavior, and
production will all be affected, and the break downs in established systems will be obvious and
overwhelming to those who cannot adapt.
Look to your preparation and your readiness. Expect things now to happen each day until it
reaches a peak.
Christ Michael Aton
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Aton Speaks of What To Look For
By Jess Anthony
# 124 Aug 9, 2011

8-9-11
It's difficult not to be impatient, although I don't know what will come. I ask for balance and
acceptance for what I will be doing. I once again ask for guidance. I feel I could do more, but I
constantly fall back into my comfortable routine. Speak to me this evening whoever is most
available.
Jess, this is Christ Michael Aton. I speak to you this evening because my words are most final for
what is happening. I am making the final decision, and my perspective is what determines the
readiness of my creation.
The time is almost here. I have said that to you many times, so you don't believe this recent
avowal. But the time is approaching by your measurements, and events will lead to a point where
no alternatives exist that can be pursued.
I will tell you where to look. The banking circle is losing its control. The fluctuations in stock show
that. The printing of more paper money is pointless, and the effect it has on financial uncertainties
is only short-lived. It is no resolution of the situation. What is going to happen is the world will lose
confidence in America's ability to counter its debt. The financial resources your country claims are
non-existent. There is no way any amount of debt can be repaid. Other countries are in the same
situation, but America is the world's leader in financial exchanges, and these transactions are
being called into question. This endangers transactions in all other countries. The fact that China
controls the flow of currency is beside the point in terms of visible trade manipulation. The
American actions will continue until they can no longer.
Esu told you that the collapse could come before the quake situation escalates into major
disruptions. I could also be given a death blow as a result of a break down in services and
economic networking due to a severe upheaval. The potential for catastrophic damage could
make the fragile financial infrastructure unsustainable. As the stress continues to build, the
financial house of cards is beginning to fall.
I can't predict which will go first. The decisions are with Gaia and with the few men and women still
controlling financial manipulations. They wish for another war situation, but that possibility has
been so weakened that what once was a major source of revenue has now become worthless.
They have few alternatives left, and a public show of stock fluctuations is one of the last graspable
charades they can use to seem in control. They hope that public reaction will allow them to earn
some additional revenue.
The most dangerous spots are the ones you have been watching on the Pacific Rim. However, the
possibility still does exist for movement in other areas. The New Madrid zone is risky, particularly
since it is connected at a deep level to the Gulf of Mexico, which continues to have stress even
though no one talks about it anymore. There is also the potential for a major upheaval in
the Canary Islands that could send an enormous tsunami to the East Coast. The stresses on
Japan and the California and Oregon coast line still seem the most dangerous, however.
I hope you realize that we are monitoring each area constantly, and are ready to spring into action
if something happens in any spot. All the imbalances are attached in ways that are related to the
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tectonic plate movements. A release of pressure in one area causes additional movement in
another. These quakes will be unlike anything you have experienced before; the amount of
movement the plates have to undergo to find a new balance in light of the increased vibrational
frequency that is being introduced is unlike anything previous. Earth is shifting its polar axis and
reversing its polar charges to operate more in alignment with the new level of energy vibration.
This means the water placement has to shift and new land masses will be moved into position as
continents.
Man has long built on the coasts, and this shift of Earth's alignment will have a devastating effect
on existing population centers. Many inhabitants will leave and much established landscape and
infrastructure of architecture and civilized communities will be destroyed. This is inevitable given
the reshaping that must take place for Gaia to continue her ascension.
Lightworkers, as they are called, will be the vanguards of stability and empowerment. Your role is
to work with the situation as it is and bring closure as best you can. This call to action is still
abstract, however, given the uncertainty of what events will occur. The impatience you feel is a
result of not having a clear mandate. We can't predict what will happen, so you have to find a way
to be ready and focused for a range of possible scenarios.
I guarantee that this state of chaos won't continue long. We are planning to introduce what you
have called a mini stasis to remove the most active antagonists to Earth's ascension. However, we
feel that it is more beneficial to let Earth's inhabitants experience the loss of the traditional society
that supports them but also holds them back. The period of chaos and upheaval will make a
profound impression, but it will not continue any longer than I feel it has served its purpose as an
object lesson.
Once the mini stasis is finished-and I expect it will only be a few days-then those inhabitants we
have determined are best suited to working with rebuilding a life on Urantia will be awakened
again and introduced to the beginnings of a new thinking through a series of educational
broadcasts and examples. This will continue for a period of time as a core of lightworkers starts
outlining what has to happen in the future.
When the lessons have introduced a rethinking of man's purpose and his relationship to his
universe, we will then enter into a longer period of stasis proper that will allow our workers to
instigate the major changes that have to happen on Earth. This will involve another sorting of
lightworkers, and it will allow Gaia to proceed into the most radical stages of transformation
without man's interference. This will take longer. When these changes have happened, and the
planet's environment is safe for its inhabitants to return to, we will then being Urantia out of its
stasis period. Man and his planet will be transformed to the new energy level.
This new era will only be the beginning of the move to what ultimately will be a higher dimension.
Man will have to work to that, but he will be assisted in the process with a new environment and a
higher frequency mental capacity. He will have a concept of unity and connection with his fellow
inhabitants and his galactic family that previously was hidden from him. This awareness will shape
his new sense of purpose and dedication to his personal evolution.
This is sufficient for this evening. Post as you will.
Aton
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Christ Michael Aton Speaks to the US Specifically
By Jess Anthony
# 125 Aug 23, 2011

8-23-11
Christ Michael Aton, I sense a need for further communication. I am concerned about what is
possible. I have some understanding of what this could entail, I think. Signs are evident for those
looking. Guide us as we face the events that are coming. Help us to remain balanced. Prepare us
to hear your direction.
Jess, I am speaking to you clearly this evening. This is a time of troubling potential for your
country. Other places in the world are equally in danger, but the United States is poised for special
catastrophes. We have spoken of potentials and possibilities many times in the past. I have urged
restraint to allow more in America to become aware of what is looming.
This has come to an end. I have told Mother Earth to let go and finish her travail. I have allowed
the forces of relief that have strained for resolution to start their process. This will trigger a series
of Earth-changing events you have not experienced before in your lives. Just as we have spoken
of a series of potential reactions, so have these resolutions begun a sequence that can have wide
spread and unforeseen effects.
The Pacific Rim is precarious, and each increasingly large tremor causes other stresses to shift.
This is like a bouncing ball that gathers more momentum with each successive point of contact.
The energy is rising and the whole area is becoming unstable. The underlying plates are moving
against each other and the friction is causing more and more instability. The West Coast in the US
is particularly tenuous, due to the fragility of the underground structure. The southern part is
honeycombed with collapsing areas, and the northern part is being pushed by a renewed volcanic
pressure.
The Gulf of Mexico is a potential time bomb. The weather is helping to stabilize the reactions to an
extent still, because the catastrophe there could be enormous and would be best dealt with later.
The oil is leaking still and the pressure is building up. As you move into hurricane season, this
makes the stability even more difficult to maintain. The force of the storms causes unpredictable
reactions in their environment. Aside from the potential land damage that can occur, the level of
interaction between the Gulf and the Atlantic and the atmospheric pressure is unknown.
The earthquake on the East Coast is another harbinger of unsuspected disaster that is impending.
As we have pointed out, these reactions were triggered more by the energy that has been created
by man. This was not a situation where the geophysical stresses were ratcheting up in a sequence
that demands release. This was more a reaction by Earth to counter the intensity of the ideas
being created by man so at odds with the notion of ascending to a higher spiritual awareness. This
corps is the most malignant infection with the most impact on the rest of the world's inhabitants.
The decisions there prevent man from moving forward. The irony is that they know they are
destroying what they cannot control, yet they continue anyway. You can see their lies and the
results of the selfish choices being made. Do not be misled by what you see or read. Ask for
guidance and clarity to be able to discern what really is happening.
The East Coast also has potential for disaster that can come from more typical natural reactions.
The projected tsunamis and devastation caused by storms from the Atlantic are likely but not
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certain. The Gulf Stream and the Atlantic currents have been shut down, and the chain of events
this may trigger in regards to the weather and temperature changes are again unknowable.
Everything in the eco system is interrelated, and it will not be in Earth's interest to stop the
reactions that have already begun.
I tell you in the United States these possibilities to warn you and to allow you to prepare
yourselves for situations you have not imagined. The chaos and devastation will be beyond what
you have experienced. You are advised to strengthen your connection to me and listen for our
direction. All those who expect to hear will hear.
*************
This piece is under copyright protection of http://www.abundanthope.net It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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Siraya Discusses Earth's Inevitable Change
By Jess Anthony
# 126 Oct 26, 2011

10-25-11
Siraya, I feel you have comments you want to make. I ask you to use my written voice to speak to
our situation as you see it at this time.
Jess, I can speak to you now. My voice is your voice this evening. We are watching the
developments on Earth and are excited to see the nearness of the completion of this phase of its
evolution. This has been a period of great confusion, and many have learned lessons to avoid in
the future. A smaller number has awakened to their inner connection with the spiritual universe
that surrounds them. They each are part of your Creator Michael's vision for how his universe
grows and deals with its problems. Each has a role, and each must accept his or her place in the
tapestry showing the growth and exponential learning of the human collective.
I say we observe because we are overseers for the development of each universe within our
superuniverse of Orvonton. Each universe has its own purpose, and the working out of each set of
issues inherent in its design is described by the way it develops and addresses its core problems.
Urantia, as Earth is called in our records, has had its share of trickery and persuasion not to
accept its place in Christ Michael's creation. Lucifer, as you know, turned many against the plans
of Christ Michael Aton, and Urantia was quarantined for the re-education of many of those siding
with Lucifer.
The time of Lucifer is over, as you know. He chose uncreation, and his followers are now without a
leader. They continue to act as if they have a purpose, but their cause is lost. The negativity this
rejection of Christ Michael has caused is immeasurable. The effect of this reversal is evident today
on your planet. The truth of spiritual unity and compassion has been subverted to a pursuit of
individual power at the expense of the rights of anyone in the way. Man's understanding of his role
in the created universe has been hidden from him intentionally, and his self perception has been
blunted to provide little insight into his spiritual nature. He has been trained not to think or feel
anything but what has been proscribed for him by those who have obtained power. This reverse
education has made the majority of Earth's inhabitants politically malleable and intellectually
undiscerning.
This agenda has allowed the few who have wrested control to use the majority of Earth's
population for their personal interests. Their actions began in opposition to Christ Michael's intent
and have continued their momentum to today. The global nature of this disruption has eaten away
at the spiritual reality of Earth's creation. Man's attention today is focused more on his
surroundings and his perception of position than it is on his spiritual nature and an existence
beyond the details of this incarnation. He has lost his awareness that he is an eternal part of the
universe that has been created for this stage of his experience.
Earth's state of being was foreseen as a possibility but not projected as the likely direction Christ
Michael's creation would take. The showplace he created as Earth has become tarnished and
almost unrecognizable. Man reflects his surroundings because, unfortunately, he has forgotten
his connection to Christ Michael.
The transformation that has been determined for Urantia will restore its original character and
nature. Man will be awake to his surroundings and the purpose of his existence on this planet. He
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will understand the role he has to play. He will see how it interacts with everyone else who is
working to actualize this change.
Man will become a vessel of light and energy. His purpose will be clear and enlightening for the
direction he goes as a physical being. His actions will be decided with responsibility and an
awareness of his function as part of the spiritual whole.
This state of spiritual enlightenment is not achieved immediately, even as Christ Michael is
shaping the parameters of what may be most open to this new agenda. Man is removing himself
from the shackles of his overlords, but his ingrained habits are difficult to erase overnight. The
transformation that has begun will be in phases and is dependent upon man's willingness to
embrace his purpose.
The scenario Christ Michael has devised will accomplish his intentions with less disaster than was
projected, although his realization that man needs a shock to his mental system to acknowledge a
paradigm shift in cultural norms seems to be persuading him that man should experience some of
the results of his uncaring treatment of Earth by losing many of what are considered his basic
needs. The necessity for him to evaluate and compromise in his interactions with others will trigger
the start of a new way of viewing his place as a part of Urantia's mission.
You ask for details and projections. I cannot give you those. You situation on Earth is uniquely
yours, and your reality will be what you make it to be. Spiritual truth means existing within the
parameters of your chosen lifestyle and reconciling those with the intentions and choices of your
creator. Christ Michael Aton designed and constructed his universe of Nebadon to explore aspects
of an incarnation with a triune spirit. Your existence on Urantia has examined only certain aspects
of what is a much grander concept. These have been focused on the limits of duality and lack of
spiritual awareness that has shaped your recorded history.
This exploration has run its course, and it is time now for those desiring to continue with the
evolution of Urantia to prepare for its next phase of existence. The physical form of Urantia will
adapt to new waves of energy and a higher frequency of awareness. All things connected with the
planet will change to accommodate this evolution. Man, as part of this physical embodiment will
also adapt and assume new forms in keeping with the new levels of energy and information.
I wish I could tell you specific political and economic developments, but like the energy in your
universe, they are in flux and no outcome is fixed beyond the reality of your planet changing. The
need for restructuring, however, will force existing assumptions to evolve. Those that cannot or will
not change will not be able to continue existing.
Watch the results of what is happening. The reportage and the commentaries are misleading, if
not downright misinforming. These untruths instruct you to accept the conclusions they present
without any individual research or examination. Accepting interpretations without determining your
own opinions is foolhardy.
To survive this inevitable change, man must prepare physically and emotionally. He must be ready
to move if necessary. He must be sufficiently rested to maintain any degree of stamina. He must
participate willingly and with an idea of obtaining new insights. This new perception will begin to
define man's changing involvement with his circumstances and those he interacts with. The
changed Urantia will be reflected in the changes in man's behavior and attitudes. This entire one
unified whole will ascend together.
I speak to you as representative of the Creator Source in Orvonton. We are pleased with what is
happening on your creator's favored planet.
Siraya
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Brief Update by Esu
By Jess Anthony
# 127 Nov 22, 2011

11-19-11
Esu, do you have things to talk about this evening? My issues are more of the same, I'm afraid. I
would be happy to have you speak.
Jess, I am here. It has been busier than you can imagine. I am many things to many people all
around the Earth. My role is shaped by people's preconceptions and my attempts to move them
away from a limited focus. I am leading many of the initiatives that are in process now. This is a
battle on many fronts beyond actual warfare. I am working directly with Christ Michael Aton, and
my role is to implement much of what he is envisioning and approving.
The time has come for all things to come to a halt. This is necessary for several reasons:
1) we can't make the necessary changes any other way at this point. We need to start over on
many things and man is not able to follow through on what has to be changed. The financial world
is starting to topple; you can see the shakiness of the investment structure and guess at the
magnitude of the shortages that render the fiat money worthless. This is global. The house of
fiscal cards is collapsing and the first steps have been taken.
2) political facades are beginning to show how false they are. The candidates are running a rigged
race and are mouthing the positions they are paid to say. They all have groups shaping their
comments. All make false promises that will be modified by corporate or financial interests. Ron
Paul is speaking on many of the issues with clarity and clearer thinking, but even he is pulled by
other groups and factors. No one is completely innocent.
3) preparation can only provide a minimum of protection. There are many possibilities looming and
it will be a stopgap, at best, if man has to resort to these supplies. I will tell you that there is no
guarantee we won't go directly into stasis, as was indicated at one time. The different options
remain possible, but events and situations may become so out of control that man will have no
gradual transition period...
That's enough tonight.
Esu
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Esu Comments on Stasis
By Jess Anthony
# 128 Dec 26, 2011

12-24-11
Esu, comments?
Jess, let's talk. Now is the time. We have begun the preparations to start stasis, but it is not ready
to activate yet. That moment has not been determined precisely, but everything is in position and
can move into action when required. There is a rest mode before the action starts in earnest.
We can speak about the logistics, because I know you are curious. Perhaps others are too. The
ships are moving into place to cover an arc of 180 degrees. This allows the ships to move in
parallel and work their way around the complete circle of the Earth. The width of the beam they will
use is about a degree of longitude. This focus is not a problem, because they can change
positions quickly. It only takes a few minutes to trigger a stasis condition in one place. As was said
in other situations, the frequency of the beamed energy causes the vibration that activates the cell
to be transformed into a frequency that matches the one being beamed. This new frequency is not
compatible with the range of frequencies that make up the structure of your physical existence
currently. Once this frequency changes, your individual energy frequency moves into a place that
has no interaction with where it came from.
This disconnect from current existence frequencies creates the illusion of you being paused. Once
you are paused, so to speak, we can maneuver your energy with our range of energy frequencies.
We can move you around easily and quickly, if we need to. Energy is fast moving, as you know.
We can disassemble and reassemble you with no difficulties.
The notion that you will be beamed up to the ship is more an energy exchange than physical
lifting, as you probably imagine it to be. Remember your physical body here is just energy at a
specific range of frequencies. You have the belief that it is solid, but it actually is just energy
moving. Energy carries information archives and these are used to create your individual definition
of identity. You have a template that you build to experience various interactions with other energy
patterns. This appears as if you are physically in contact with another person.
We can control the frequencies of your energy packets, so your perception of yourself is the result
of what you agree to work within. You also have input into the ongoing shape of your embodiment,
and the experiences you undertake influence the body you imagine you inhabit. Your surroundings
are determined by you and your perceptions of what you think you should experience. Your reality
is what you determine it to be, based on an unlimited number of paths you can take. In the larger
sense, reality is all of those options. Once you make a choice, the other options remain options,
although you have not followed that path. In your individual situation, no other options exist once
you have made a choice. The range of options exists for your next choice, however.
The timeframe is difficult to describe. Once a segment of the globe goes into stasis, time stops at
that point. Midnight, for instance, is always midnight because there is no later time to measure it
against. In that way, stasis can be imposed in a way that seems almost instantaneous. The
explanation doesn't seem logical, I realize, but remember that "time" is an artificial measurement
you have constructed to gauge your existence linearly.
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Esu, let's go back to the timing. How long will it take in terms of our time measurements? We were
told it would be 24 hours, starting in the Far East. Is this still valid?
The time frame is different now. We have more precisely focused beams that can move more
quickly than what we told you earlier. We expect to move through the transition in a matter of your
minutes. That doesn't seem possible you argue. We can stop your time even before it registers on
your perception. The passage of time is flexible and is dependent on the energy involved with the
frequency.
I don't have much more to say. This transition will be very quick when it happens. You won't know
it is happening until you wake up. We promise you that. There is no way to prepare for it beyond
being accepting and at rest.
Once you wake up, you will find many things have changed. You will be changed, as well, and
many of your global problems will be alleviated. There is no way that man alone could tackle some
of the critical issues that are facing the planet. We don't want these to reach the point they could. It
would be very difficult to resolve the crises that would then result.
This stasis is an intervention of sorts to allow Gaia to prepare for the configuration that is
necessary. As part of that, many of the toxic situations will be removed by us. This will entail
physical changes and destruction of much that man has constructed. That is unavoidable because
many of the templates used cannot be acclimated to a higher energy frequency. Stable structures
in the third dimension are not so reliable in the fourth or higher. We have to set everything up
properly for your true ascension.
I say "we" but man is also a part of this restructuring. Just as the initial creation was coordinated
by those with understanding of human DNA and the physical structures that would be needed to
activate this range of energy, so can this re-configuring be started by galactic brothers with the
intention of allowing man to continue with what has been started. There should be no feeling of
condescension in acknowledging that knowledge and expertise is specialized in different areas.
Experts coordinate and lead others to follow in sure pathways. Education and experience are
constant, and new information is always being discovered.
I would read other posts and messages and plan accordingly. Adequate information has been
provided and Christ Michael Aton's intentions are clear. A galactic timetable is working, and the
process for stasis could begin at any moment. There is not more that I can tell you now. You will
know when the time is called.
Esu
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Siraya Speaks on Man's Role in the Universe
By Jess Anthony
# 129 Jan 16, 2012

1-12-12
Siraya, I would like some additional comments from you. Please explain to me the lines of
authority and the extent that universal decisions can be modified. I have an understanding of the
enormity of the process going on, and realize it is more complicated than just pausing existence.
Speak to that, if you will. Speak to our involvement and our achievements at whatever level
Orvonton perceives them to be.
Jess, I'm speaking to you from far away, to your way of thinking on Earth, yet we are as close as
your thoughts. We are intimately involved with what you do on Earth because we have determined
the template of your DNA and your human attributes as they are manifested in your universe and
on your planet Urantia. You are an extension of us. Your physical frame is a reflection of the
concept we gave you. The concept of fully Trinitized form represented in this super universe is
passed from us to you as your embodiment.
How can you say we are not intimately involved? You are using the guise that is necessary for
existence on your planet in your universe. Your choice to experience these parameters dictated
the manifestation your energy would take. We selected the spirits that would make the attempt to
exist on your planet. Christ Michael Aton created the forms that became your bodies, but we
passed the spark of life to you from Creator Source through Christ Michael's spiritual counterpart
Nebadonia. We are linked to each of you and know intimately how you live our lives here.
The Creator Source has decided Earth will ascend to a higher level of energy and spiritual
alignment. This is definite and the process whereby this is obtained is the only variable. In the
case of Urantia, the paradigm for existence is so threadbare and toxic that assistance is necessary
to allow this planet to meet the natural evolution taking place in other planets in your immediate
solar system. An unimaginable process of growth and perfecting is at work currently in all the
planets-not just Urantia. This is necessary to set up the frequency of formal energy that will be
able to meet and incorporate the so-called Wave of creative transformation that Creator Source
has authorized for this sector of creation. The immense wave of energy is moving into place. In
order to accommodate this energy fully, galactic forces have been moving your solar system into a
better position. This was a calculated move to have fullest healing energy connect with your ailing
planet.
These decisions were made on a higher level than Nebadon, although Christ Michael Aton was
always present at these discussions. He was given the assignment, as it were, of implementing
Creator Source's choice. Since he is linked to Creator Source as his embodiment in Christ Michael
Aton's own created Universe of Nebadon, the decision can be said also to be Christ Michael
Aton's. Within his Universe, Christ Michael Aton has free range to select how this process will take
place. However, we are not separated from you, and we are similarly experiencing the discoveries
that are taking place as situations are explored and then improved. We observe, but also
participate. It is an aspect of creation.
The process of ascension is vast and all-encompassing for everything that is part of the created
form. The scope of what is proceeding is beyond your imagining at this time. Earth's
transformation is only one part of the complex picture. Given the complexity shown in the process
on Earth, you can sense in a way the immensity of what is occurring in this part of your universe.
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This is all being monitored and coordinated by Christ Michael Aton and his galactic forces. Your
involvement is just as significant for the final result, but it is not the only set of actions that must be
carried through.
You asked about your role in this ascension. Man's role is crucial at this point because Creator
Source and Christ Michael have determined that some inhabitants of Urantia will stay and
continue working to find greater spiritual truth in their form of incarnation. As has been said before,
cleaning a planet typically involves allowing it to collapse in on itself and rebuild in a slow,
coordinated process. Because Urantia was a bestowal planet for your Michael, and because it can
restore its function as an experimental laboratory for its inhabitants, an exception was made.
There was enough cry for change-however uninformed-after the events you call 9/11. Enough
people were of like mind globally to cause a re-thinking of the previous plans to evacuate and let
the planet restore itself.
Words and commentaries have been transmitted through various means, but their direct effect
was not substantial enough to cause a change in man's thinking. The unimaginable act that
brought down the twin towers became a trigger to shift the thinking and resolve of enough
inhabitants. Man called for change in one voice. The energy of the immediate reaction was
sufficient to cause a shift in the attention paid to man as a spiritual being. The possibility of having
man be part of the ascension process was broached, and the decision was made to change the
parameters of the reconfiguration of Urantia to include the participation of man.
Man's awareness has grown, and his understanding of the complexity of the ascension process
has been nurtured through a range of messengers and by examples of cultural assumptions falling
apart. The underpinnings of current lifestyles are being shown to be pointless and not in accord
with the universal spiritual truths that have formed the templates and building blocks of your planet
and its solar system.
Man-at least a satisfactory majority of Urantia's inhabitants-has begun searching for a way out.
Established educational and religious preconceptions color the types of salvation inhabitants are
searching for, but they are looking, nonetheless. This is the corps of Urantia's population that will
be returning to rebuild their global civilization once she is ready to receive them again.
Man will remember the past when he returns, but he will also realize he must change his thinking
to align his ideas and activities to the fundamentally different spiritual path that will be introduced.
The role of teacher and the task of providing visible examples of spiritual integrity and
responsibility will be the function of the so-called light workers who have returned. Those with a
greater understanding and sense of spiritual alignment with Creator Source and Christ Michael will
lead others to the point of view they have developed. The teaching will be enlightening, and the
end result will be the beginning of the sort of spiritually unified civilization that Urantia must have to
continue her ascent.
This will be new but also remembered. Urantia's inhabitants have experienced these type of
cultural situations before, but their immediate memory has been blocked to allow them as
volunteers to explore and create from their discoveries. Much has gone awry from the blue print
Christ Michael Aton developed for his Universe of Nebadon. His seventh bestowal planet has
become so toxic it is almost too damaged to save. Certainly not with the experimental process that
is ongoing now. The long checklist Christ Michael Aton is working from has many unknowns and
unpredictable results because of the uniqueness of what he is undertaking. There is a correlation
to man's concept of time, so that man is able to make his behaviors correspond to what is in
process. Christ Michael Aton is working within the parameters Urantia's inhabitants have
developed to measure their existence. But the process remains in flux, even so, always being
reshaped to accommodate man's efforts or challenges. The schedule of events is not written
down; the only constant is the fact that Creator Source has determined ascension will take place
on Urantia with man as part of its game plan.
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As so it is near. Most of the checklist items have been resolved or implemented. Much is going on
behind the public façade broadcast by the news agencies. Man should be preparing for this
amazing change as best he can--resolving personal issues that block spiritual alignment and
providing living examples of the type of compassion and responsibility that will make up new
ascension communities.
The process of change is already ongoing, and the final moments of your old style of existence are
here. Look for this to be resolved at any moment.
Siraya
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Brief Update from Christ Michael
By Jess Anthony
# 130 Feb 16, 2012

2-14-12
Christ Michael, I would like a brief update and specific clues about what to expect. I ask for more
strength and awareness, and clarity to see what I can best do.
Jess, I can speak to you now. Once you have cleared away the debris, we can speak more clearly
and cleanly. Much is happening. You know the immense scenario that is being undertaken. This is
a new adventure, and we are learning as we are acting. There are no past examples to draw upon
really, for much of what is happening here, so we are careful to examine everything in minute
detail before we move ahead with an action that will inevitably have major impact on your frame of
existence.
The schedule at this point is this: we plan to have some announcements about those that are
controlling the streams of influence that determine what governments and countries choose to
follow. The government's decisions are not reasoned or discerning. They follow others' dictates for
fear of losing their position-which is a very real possibility and they know it-or because they are not
aware sufficiently to see the flaws in the game plan they are told to take. There is a group of elite
overseers who determine what all the political policy is and plan what economic directions the
financial sector takes. This is not a free market, nor is it purely based on success and failure. The
group manipulates levels of economy and governmental decisions to create a global existence
that is controlled by them. They have been trained to believe that no other alternative is workable,
and they pull the strings to cause nations to do their wishes.
The announcement will be soon. We want the political system in America to collapse around
Obama's attempts at pre-emptive legislation. Obama is, of course, not the one making the
decisions or calling the shots. He is essentially a mindless puppet that is used in various
environmental situations to paint a picture of stability and control. Nothing could be further from the
truth, but this doesn't stop Obama's group from pursuing continued development even though they
are using their power without a sense of perspective or bigger picture.
The instability in Europe will trigger several things that will cause the American economic to
appear as the sham it is. Germany is trying to manipulate events in other countries to take away
the public's attention on what is actually happening there. Any news scoop will dominate the
airways and prevent any sort of genuine discussion about political actions in the mainstream
media and effectivly continue the destruction of the American founding father's Bill of Rights.
This is sufficient for tonight.
CMA
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Esu Speaks on Attitudes and Alignment
By Jess Anthony
# 131 Mar 15, 2012

3-12-2012
Esu, you said you wanted to speak. I ask for energy and focus.
Jess, this is Esu. I asked you to listen this evening because I want to speak of what is coming.
This is a brief message, but one that is timely and necessary. You have been observing much and
wisely not becoming personally involved with much that is happening. You have stayed true to
your course as you perceive it, and you have attempted to remain positive and compassionate.
The discussions you avoid are a waste of energy. Argument and staking a territory are demeaning
and judgmental. It is spiritually enriching to find value even in the direst situations. Remain true to
your convictions and ask for strength to hold to your decisions. See that Christ Michael Aton is part
of even the most recalcitrant aspects of his universe. All is him, and all has aspects of his creative
idea. The form that creation develops is a result of its capacity for choosing how it pursues its
purpose. Everything influences everything else, and your perception of reality is constantly
changing as a result of the input from the interactions you experience before you make a new set
of choices. Everything is fluid; everything relates to everything else. Your ideas and actions have
an impact on your surroundings; they, in turn, cause reactions based on what you tell them you
want to experience. If you are expecting a threat, you will experience one. If you are remaining
calm and balanced, you can discern virtue for your own growth. Making a judgment closes your
consciousness to being able to receive new ideas or unexpected information. Perceiving your
opinions in advance causes you to miss the teaching they can provide for you.
Opinions and judgments are the manifestation of your emotional reactions to memories and
spiritual blocks. You want to remain open and not rigid in your attitudes. You must observe
everything you perceive with objectivity and a lack of emotional bias. You can react to events, but
you should not be overwhelmed by your reactions. You should maintain some sense of
detachment even in your most emotionally affecting situations. Know why you cry; know why you
have a sense of fear; know why you find yourself feeling angry. You are in control of yourself, not
some person defined by outside events or manifestations of ideas that create road blocks in his or
her awareness. You are an aspect of Christ Michael, and you experience your individual life as his
extension. He learns as you experience and evaluate. You are each equally valuable and loved.
Your choice of life path is not judged spiritually, even if elements of its incarnation are questioned
as the most suitable direction for you to pursue. Your gift of the ability to make choices opens you
up to criticism and analysis by the entity who gave you that ability in the first place. His standards
and expectations are the basis for evaluating your choices.
As you go forward and understand increasingly complex situations, remember your role is to be an
example and a positive influence by means of your life choices, whatever they are. Learning as a
result of these experiences opens up new vistas in your perceptions. Broader perception means
more compassion and eagerness to help others. Every instance of support or understanding that
results is invaluable.
Esu
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Christ Michael Says Curtain Up!
By Jess Anthony
# 132 Apr 3, 2012

I'm going to leave the table open to whoever wants to speak. I feel the need to convey something,
but I don't have specific issues or questions. I just sense there is something to talk about.
Jess, this is Christ Michael, as you call me. I have some things that it will be good for you to say
beyond what you normally comment on. We are entering a time for you on Earth of impending
change and drastic upheavals. The events you have anticipated are here. The defense Earth has
provided has been transformed into a new game plan with her own restoration and revitalization
the paramount issues. Change is occurring. You see some traces physically, but more choices are
being made on man's mental and spiritual levels.
Let me point out, first of all, that all of creation in this universe is my idea, and that I am
experiencing my manifestation on Earth in the conflict that still is being pursued. I am, in a sense,
at war with myself. I want a resolution, and am taking steps to end this dispute. I am by nature
balanced and unified. My willingness to explore duality and free will has resulted in a long history
of imbalance and division. The lessons in this state of being have been taught over and over, and
no more possibilities exist in terms of alternate interpretations or resolutions.
I have experienced a wealth of new pursuits that have allowed me to learn options that have never
been envisioned before. I understand much more about how this level of existence operates and
have seen firsthand the problems that develop. I am involved in all, and I have a full awareness of
everything that man has tried and experienced. I am in man as he makes his decisions, and
unfortunately, am disregarded too much of the time. My voice is ignored. It often is not even
listened for. Man lives his life-- and that is what I wished-but not at the level of disconnection he
has grown to assume is normal.
The decision has been made to transform this level of confusion and struggle into one of focus
and cooperation. This edict has come from the Creator Source, as you call him. The time for this
experiment is over. I have been allowed to examine the paradigms in my Universe until I have
taken in all there is to know that is unique and creative. The Earth is part of a much larger
cosmological mechanism that is moving to a new formation and purpose. The miraculous thing is
man has been given the opportunity to witness much of this reformation. This participation is new
and unexamined within the universal dimension where you find yourself at present, and man has
been blessed with the opportunity to be part of this.
We have spoken of responsibilities. Man has come to Earth to learn and experience. Your choice
was to participate in a difficult existence that involved searching for your purpose without much
clue where it was or even what it was. Man has been manipulated and misled because of his
ignorance and naiveté. Others have taken control and used most of the inhabitants as objects to
provide the things the controllers' personal wishes desired. Man has been blind to his situation and
only a glimmer of my essence was causing a sense of judgment and discernment. Not enough to
cause an awakening.
We provided tools and guides to trigger some sense of dissatisfaction with current circumstances.
Examples and demonstrations showed alternatives; guides and teachers indicated more
productive methods to use for achieving more satisfying outcomes.
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Man's responsibility on Earth was to take what was available and use it to find the truth of his
existence. He was charged with examining his life and finding a way to return it to its spiritual
origins. Some did this; most did not.
I have now called an end to this experiment in this laboratory. Man has chosen his position at his
basic level. He may still not be conscious of his choice, but he is being presented with an
increasingly visible spectacle of treachery and gratification that he has cooperated with previously.
His enlightenment is soon to be complete. Those who have intuited a problem will find it easier to
realize the alternative direction they should head. Some others, who have ignored their misgivings,
will find their future is a continuation of this attempt to have them realize the errors of their
blindness.
Earth's choice has been to wake up and ask for renewal and spiritual ascendancy. Much upheaval
will have to happen to Earth's current configuration to allow her changes to being in earnest. This
will cause chaos and geographic instability. The continental plates must move and realign
themselves. The atmosphere surrounding Earth must be transformed. These changes must take
place before Earth can move into a higher frequency of balance and freedom.
Let's talk about your role in this. We have spoken of this service on many occasions. You came to
Earth to help adjust the imbalance that had developed with those from off world influencing the
conceptions of those who had chosen to experience life on Earth during the time you call the
Atlantis epoch. Man was developing a sense of reasoning and an ability to evaluate the
circumstances he was experiencing. This was necessary for him to learn as he became further
detached from a direct link with spiritual truth. His existence was becoming familiar and automatic;
comfort and blind acceptance were taking away a need to hone his ability to discern. This is much
the same situation as now, unfortunately.
You came to show them a way to use their circumstances to reconnect with their forgotten inner
understanding. Situations became tools for examining their own personal preconceptions and
reactions. You created a system which used the best of their creations as templates for
excellence. The products that have become known as art provided the most perfect creations.
Their structure and the messages they communicated guided man to a higher level of spiritual
insight. Art became the best guide to inner awareness and clarity.
Certain men were inspired to express this inner awareness in works that, in turn, influenced
others. Artists realized ways they could use external media to exemplify their own personal
insight. Each was different and unique because they saw how to use their individual insights to
manifest creations to express their individual realizations. Each person's personal agenda was
distinctive, just as were the creations that exemplified their unique perspectives.
Each creation found the energetic vibrational pattern it needed to manifest. Let me explain that
process more clearly. Man may perceive that he is a solid physical object, but this is a
misconception. All creation is energy and light that moves at an infinite number of speeds from
one point to another. A thought is a focus of particular energy streams that move in a specified
direction. When this wave or burst of energy interacts with another energy focus, it synchronizes
with the other and is understood through the nature of the interaction. The objectified thought
acquires a resulting shape only to the extent the originator and the receiver can assimilate the
interaction. The effect of this reaction with intersected energy is understood by the thought
originator only to the extent the observation can be measured by previous experiences. The
originator of the thought can only look on, as it were, and categorize it from his personal
perspective. The nature of the assimilation can be measured by the receiver only through its
similarity to his range of previous experiences. Because of the uniqueness of individual memories
and experiences, the originator and the receiver will each perceive the created thought differently.
The truest communication has the fewest differences in understanding.
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Man is a focus of energy that moves at different speeds. The different frequencies are attracted to
other energies that move at similar speeds. I have told you that my physical body at the present is
more correctly understood as a shell surrounded by my true essence. I enter the shell and cause it
to function in human ways. Your physical body on Earth functions in a similar way. Your true self
is a focus of energy that vibrates at different speeds. The surrounding energy that defines your
personal identity is fastest moving and interactive. It connects you with your universe by forming
an identity that is discrete but linked. The layer interacts with other energies. The information it
collects is then assimilated into your energy focus. The information coming in arrives vibrating at
different speeds, depending on the source of the original energy. Your energy field then
synchronizes with the data to take it in. Different types of information cause reactions with different
layers of your energy field-some slower than others. These levels of layers communicate with
different segments of what makes up your awareness and understanding.
You have been told there are seven layers of your aura. In a general way this is a good description
of the sorts of interactions that are happening to you and defining who you are. Each layer is a
slower vibrational level with its own range of vibrational input. The physical body you perceive as a
solid is still moving energy, but at a speed that man's perceptions identify as physicality. This
physical state is your own shell that gives a form to your energy body in this dimension and at this
density. It was designed to function in this way. Your actual energy self is linked to this shell and
provides the information that the body uses to function here. The layer of energy surrounding your
physical shell contains information about the makeup of the body you have chosen, including the
nature of your organs and other physical systems. This energy level is most directly in contact
with your body shell and conveys the information it receives to the brain to be passed on to the
internal mechanism.
The layer surrounding that synchronizes with the energy that shapes feelings and emotions.
Emotional conflicts register most keenly at this level. These wavelengths mostly closely match
those of music and sound. The layer above that connects with individual thinking and discernment,
and is separate from emotional reactions. This level connects with the frequencies involved with
perceiving color and light. The faster vibrating energy above the mental layer links with the
spiritual purpose of the individual and his cosmic memories. The layer above that links the person
with his personal identity and spiritual uniqueness. The highest level is multi-dimensional and
connects with the soul's purpose.
All these energy levels make up an individual and develop at different ages of maturity; however,
many have their spiritual growth blunted and never rise any higher than the lowest levels of
emotional reactions or mental analysis. These humans never realize their spiritual nature or their
connection with the universe they are part of.
The task you took on in coming here was to find a way man could raise himself to the highest
levels of his spiritual identity. You guided the development of art as a metaphor for spiritual
awareness knowing that man would synchronize with these vibrational patterns and assimilate the
spiritual truth it represented. Works of art became patterns for growth and rethinking, representing
the closest approximations of spiritual truth. Visual art and music and the descriptive corollaries
with words and languages established patterns for balanced interaction and harmonious
existence. As tarnished as these examples may have become, they still provide man's most
reliable guide to his personal spiritual nature. Man relies on art to refresh his civilization and
stimulate its growth.
In a true sense, man has become his art-for better or worse. It reflects his preoccupations and
answers back to his attempts to ignore the spiritual truth at its core. Each person has a vibrational
pattern that is distinct, and all information that he comes in contact with is assimilated with varying
degrees of success. If the vibrational frequency is too dissimilar to his, it won't register or cause
his personal vibrations to synchronize to a different frequency. This is why certain music styles or
certain colors are not as appealing. Their outside vibrational frequency won't easily match up with
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a person's distinctive human vibrational pattern. On the other hand, if a person is out of balance
and missing some aspect of his vibrational identity, then introducing these frequencies in music or
color can cause the listener or observer to assimilate this balancing component.
Once these balancing vibrations are assimilated, the receiver incorporates this new artistic energy
pattern into the ideas that it creates and sends out. The spiritual truth of art has reshaped the
person's spiritual perspective and influenced the way he interacts with his environment. His
creations now begin to exemplify the art that has reshaped him, and he has a new awareness of
the way he should be in harmony with his fellow man.
The role of the light workers, as you call yourself, will be to preserve these spiritual truths and
continue to teach others. Some will do this through art and the ideas that have been embodied.
Others will embody the creative nature tapped into by artists in the past and use it to generate new
ideals and metaphors for spiritual ascension. All will not be battle and chaos. The bulk of what we
do-and the best-will be to guide man to finding his own spiritual nature in its truest and fullest
sense. The time is now for this to begin. The stage is ready for a new performance, and the
players have their roles in hand.
Curtain up!
Christ Michael Aton
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Esu Speaks for Christ Michael Aton
By Jess Anthony
# 133 Jun 14, 2012

I ask for comments to me, as well. This has been a busy day, it appears. I seek guidance and
support.
Jess, I can speak. This is Esu speaking for Christ Michael Aton. I speak for him at this moment as
you speak for me. His words pass through me as my words pass through you in this message.
The time is now. The delays are finished. The end maneuvers have begun. There is no stopping
them at this point. The result will be the defeat of those who have warred again the return of the
light.
The rebellion by those who fancied themselves led by Satan and Lucifer is over. Lucifer is no more
and the remnants of his followers on Earth have no leader. They worship nothing and follow rituals
that have no power to make any lasting change.
I came to Earth two thousands ago with Christ Michael Aton to begin the shift that would manifest
in what has happened. Earth forces fought against this change from the beginning. Man in his
forgetfulness lost awareness of the force that created his existence. He searched for what was
there all the time without recognizing its availability. He turned to alternatives that prevented him
discovering his creator's spiritual plan. The time of misguided search is over. The truth will be told
to man, and Christ Michael will reveal his presence.
Man will still not want to believe this message, so a context has been planned to reinforce this
teaching. Light will come from an imposed darkness. Order will come from chaos and uncertainty.
Man will be cut off from much of what he has come to value. This will cause fear and panic.
We are ready to impose this black out. The conditions are present; the only hold up is Christ
Michael giving the order.
Many will leave Earth; only a relative handful has requested continuing here. Many others are
uncertain, but leaning towards acceptance. Others have different ideals and wish to explore them
away from Earth's evolving state. All will be accommodated as they have decided.
The time frame has ended up being close to the popular dates bandied about in the New Age
culture. This is only a coincidence. The magic associated with certain times is nothing more than
man's conjecture. Nothing imagined has anywhere near the power and disruption that will come.
Man will be witness to immense beauty and devastation. There is no escape. Christ Michael
Aton's followers will be rewarded; those fighting against him will be judged and sentenced.
This happens now. Look to the skies.
Esu
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Esu Speaks Publicly on Coming Changes
By Jess Anthony
# 134 Jun 22, 2012

Esu, you said you have words. I am ready to receive your comments.
Jess, let's speak. This is a period of change unlike any the world has witnessed before. The
universe itself is adapting to a new vibrational frequency of energy that brings with it many
revelations of insight into the truth of the Creator's plan. The so-called Wave of photons is truth
and love in an ocean of illumination. This will change Earth beyond any imaginings, and those who
continue with her ascension will become creatures of the light just as the planet will.
This period of light must be preceded by the dark. This is the prophesied and foretold "three days
of darkness" that religions and New Age gurus have feared and anticipated. Religions of the world
dread this darkness because they know the return of the light will bring the truth. Their rituals and
controlling precepts will be shown as meaningless. Those New Age believers who look for
transcendence will be shown the reality of what ascension really means. True illumination and
salvation means taking responsibility individually and working to be compassionate to everyone.
The period of darkness will be brought on by galactic forces. Natural causes can't produce the
pause in existence necessary for changes to be imposed from a higher dimension. This darkness
will be accompanied by a worldwide loss of electricity. Anything that runs on electrical current will
not function. Batteries will work until they are used up. Candles will burn until they are not in stock.
Water will be turned off unless the pumps don't require electricity to operate. Man will be forced to
re-think his mode of existence for this period of three days.
Many will panic and revolt. It will be surprising how quickly man's civilized veneer becomes selfish
and predatory. Banks will not operate and financial systems will not be able to transfer fiat digits.
Social unrest will develop due to a loss of restriction and control. Martial law will be suggested.
The political process will be in shambles. Food delivery and service will be minimal. Transportation
will be limited. Chaos will develop quickly.
My followers and those who will be able to guide others will be tasked with explaining and
coordinating events when they can. They are responsible for themselves above all, and they must
reach out only as much as they are able without harm to themselves. The time for a greater reeducation and transformation will come later.
Three days may not seem much, but the removal of electrical energy will bring everything to a halt.
The darkening of the sun will prevent normal activities. The loss of sunlight will cause
temperatures to drop. Prepare for sustaining your existence with alternative resources.
As the traditional Summer Solstice has occurred according to your calendar, the peak energy from
the sun will wane and the Earth will move into a time of darkness when its inhabitants are
seemingly cut off from the universe. The universe is watching man's reactions and taking note.
Good can come from bad. Compassion can replace selfish behavior. Assistance and help can
throw a lifeline.
Be ready and prepared. Examine your beliefs and convictions. Esu
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Monjoronson Speaks about his Mission Post Stasis
By Jess Anthony
# 135 Aug 7, 2012

8-5-12
Jess, this is Monjoronson... I feel it is time to speak more specifically about what has happened to
my magisterial mission.
I have spoken to you before. It has been a few years now, but I am aware of the direction Christ
Michael Aton is taking his creation. You and your group have been very involved in shaping the
direction this is going. You are working on the preliminary steps, while I am preparing the second
phase that will involve sorting out claims and making judgments on past actions. My role is one of
evaluating and guiding the direction your rebuilding will follow. My organization will oversee what is
being planned and facilitated.
We already are doing preliminary work to establish parameters Earth will be measured by. This
involves a clear interpretation of Christ Michael's intentions for Earth. The planet's role has been
derailed and bastardized by those who sought to reject the Creator's mandate for his creation.
Your role has been to help reorient the direction this evolution is taking. You lightworkers have
been guiding those unaware though example and by teaching, in whatever form that takes. My
task here has not been connected to what you have been working with. Only a few of you have
focused on where my mission is taking me. This will be a more business-like activity than one of
re-creating the ascended Earth. We will be determining how this past era of Earth's life fits into the
standards that were laid down before the inhabitants begin trying to fulfill them. Most will fall short
of the ideals possible, and my job is to judge those missteps accurately.
My role doesn't involve much of what Christ Michael is currently involved with. He is finding
closure for this phase of his planet's life, and assisting Gaia to find her own ascension. The notion
that the change will take place without a traditional sweeping house to remove all vestiges of the
past is radical and untested. He is finding his way through a compromise situation and determining
the absolute best course he can pursue. As you understand, this determination is complex and
novel. Christ Michael changes his parameters constantly on a global and universal scale.
Your frustration with delays as you perceive them is an ingrained emotional response you have
developed to allow you to inhabit this lower frequency existence. It feels that something is wrong
because the sequence of events has upset your mental understanding of what makes rational
sense to you. As lightworkers you must learn how to be balanced and flexible within this spiritual
flux and find ways to express this fluidity to others who have a more focused, sequential
perception.
I will be involved in your teaching later on, as well as helping Machiventa and Esu coordinate the
progress of awakening that will occur after the stasis reconstruction is completed. I am here to
coordinate the ascension, which means finding closure for the past and outlining the path for the
future.
I am seeking new voices as I return to the Abundant Hope network. I have comments that
compliment what Christ Michael Aton is doing, and it will be more productive to coordinate our
messages on a more systematic basis. That is not to say I won't develop my own network and
organization, but it will be useful to me to connect with your group.
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Christ Michael has his plan well formulated, and most elements are prepared, or about to be
reached. I ask you to listen and work as you are guided. There will be more coming from me to
you and to others.
With that I leave you today.
Monjoronson.
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Aton Says Be Ready
By Aton thru Jess
# 136 Jan 2, 2013

12-31-12
CM, is this it? Is this finally the year of Aton?
Jess, let’s speak again. This is again a new year, and again I say it is the one for change. We
approach this immense evolution as a fluid activity, however. We move to the next phase when
everything is ready to transition. Elements of individual aspects change and transform at their own
individual schedules. This is life. This is growth. The visible shift that we have spoken of for
several years will occur when it is time.
I refuse to give you a schedule. I say that elements are in place and necessary aspects are
positioned and ready. This should give you an idea that the shift is imminent. That is imminent by
your own concept of time. We have worked very hard to position these elements. The locations
and intentions aligned with our purposes have been the result of the participants’ grasp of the
nature of what is happening. They had to have enough understanding to support what is planned.
We guided them to those convictions through example and suggestion. They each had to make
their own decisions to become aligned. We cannot force a decision on beings with the ability to
make decisions freely. This takes time and persuasion, as you can imagine.
Physical situations are only manifestations of intentions and formalized ideas. People act on their
assumptions and preconceptions. Their physical shapes take on the energy of their decisions.
Their decisions set in motion actions that involve others. Most people react to this involvement
through their own preconceptions and emotional interpretations. They don’t analyze the situation
for themselves, nor do they ask me for additional insight. This blind interaction has created the
situation you find yourself in today. We have been working to break up this clot, to use that word,
and allow man to exist more in keeping with my design and guidance.
I have told you this before, of course. There are no new reason for man’s predicament; only new
manifestations of ingrained perceptions. Your existence is ever a challenge to assimilate and
determine the best course of behavior in the face of others’ decisions and personal choices for
actions. It is a constant evaluation of parameters. Your purpose is to select the choices that are
most in alignment with my ideas and my intentions. I have created you all in my universe as
extensions of me and the primary means for me to experience what I have created. You are my
senses spread over the entire universe. You can experience the interaction of specific aspects as
they play out. My experiential knowledge is obtained through you.
I created the universe you inhabit, and what I created is good. I didn’t create a good universe and
a bad one. Those elements you call dark or deem a mistake are given those labels by your own
preconceptions and interpretations of past experiences. You judge them to be bad without the
power to do so. You can determine that some situation or some intention is at odds with your own,
based on an understanding of your own purpose and as a result of asking if the situation is against
my ideas. But others will make the final judgments. You can judge your own decisions and assess
the results that may come from a chosen action, but you can only judge others as they have an
impact on your own intentions and actions. Everything I created is good—even though there are
aspects that have become so misguided they are completely non-reflective of my light. They no
longer are good representatives of my plan for them, nor are they allowing my plans for my
universe and bestowal planet to proceed without seriously damaging resistance.
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Man’s tendency is to make quick assessments and act as a result of ill-conceived decisions. His
decisions are affected by his past experiences and his assumptions. He prefers actions that bring
similar rewards. He avoids directions that lead into uncertain results. He prefers not to take
chances. He seeks solutions that are familiar actions and continue a level of perceived comfort.
This lack of analysis and confirmation from me has led my extensions into misinformed states of
being. The world you see is a distortion of my plan, and its inhabitants ignore my guidance.
So, it is time to erase the misdirected preconceptions and re-establish my original intentions. This
is the decision of Creator Source, and I am his agent for the universe I have created. Just as my
creations are extension of me, so I am an extension of the Creator Source. He experiences
Nebadon through me as creator son, and you the inhabitants of my creation provide the
information I use as creator at this level. Your free will to make decisions for yourself is limited to
the parameters I have determined to be the design of the universe you inhabit. Similarly, my plans
for my universe were approved to meet the vision of the Creator Source of all.
It is time for my creations to understand my vision. It is time for Nebadon to fit within the vision of
my Creator father. It is time for this portion of his creation to go another route.
I have told you how to prepare and how to react. Be ready.
Aton, the Christed Michael of Nebadon
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Esu Has an Agenda
By Jess Anthony
# 137 Mar 11, 2013

3-9-13
Esu, we should speak again. This seems to be a time of closure and transition. I ask for your
comments and emphases.
Jess, I have things to say. This is a time of change and renewal. The efforts some took against an
almost impossibly strong resistance have shown man to be willing and committed. This
commitment has generated a light warrior that is guarded in its openness but willing to battle
whatever is a barrier to truth.
I will need these warriors as I tackle the erroneous perceptions that man will retain even after the
teaching period and the longer stasis. Man will learn, however, and he will acquire a new sense of
perspective on how the universe functions within purposes laid out by Christ Michael Aton.
My task is to guide man to an awareness of the new realities of the ascended world he will find
himself inhabiting. This will be slow work that will require a host of helpers and teachers. Many of
you are in position to take on those roles, even if you don't know this consciously at this point. I
know the resources in you untapped, as of yet, and I will approach you with work that will be
appropriate for your experiences and conceptions.
I have an agenda I will pursue. We must change man's thinking in the future, and I will address
issues dealing with spirituality. Others will focus on living within this new world, and they will
address the means to do this. My emphasis will, of course, affect the focus of the others. The
phrase "as above so below" is emblematic of the relationship that must exist between man's
concepts and his actions. Spiritual understanding shapes decisions. Actions that result from
man's ideas are guided by his thinking.
Man's thinking is influenced by his experience of spiritual truth. Past involvements and the
memories that define those encounters color his perceptions. My role is to bring light to man's
perceptions and guide the way he experiences new information. His physical circumstances will
be different, but he will retain a measure of past beliefs and conclusions. His judgments remain
partial until he has the enlightenment I will bring.
The outgrowths of man's spiritual understanding are expressed at present in his religious and
philosophical constructs. The tangled systems of belief and cognitive understanding you see
reflect these misperceptions of spiritual truth. Religious dogmas have a residue of spiritual truth at
their cores, but their elaborate systems of behavioral regulation and penance are nothing but
political coverings. The simplicity of spiritual truth has lost its importance and become an
insignificant component of mental and physical control.
Man must realize the error of this way. He must recognize that God is within and that all
inhabitants are equal. Each is joined in a spiritual network where all become one. The universe
was created in harmony. Each aspect functions as part of the whole. Man approximates this
harmony by creations of beauty and balance. The notion of aesthetics formalizes this sense of joy
and completeness. Man is joyful when he experiences harmony. Spirituality is beautiful, and man
must learn to experience it that way. Spirituality is not hardship or suffering, as he often has been
told.
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Religion is not spiritual, as man defines it. Spirituality is being centered on God's truth and using
that foundation to influence all decisions. Actions are beautiful when they are guided by this focus.
My work here is to direct man to a perception of his place in this universe Christ Michael Aton has
created. I am here to help man find beauty and truth.
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Esu speaks on Revenge, Responsibility, and Redemption
By Jess Anthony
# 138 Apr 3, 2013
3-31-13
Let's begin. I chose Easter to speak of these things because it is a day-Easter Day-dedicated to
my crucifixion and my resurrection. This is an event that has tipped the world's spiritual thinking.
Nothing happened that was different from many other, similar executions, but my purpose and my
act of redemption though it has colored religious thinking since that time.
The events told and re-told have unfortunately been a catalyst for man's perception of blame and
revenge. Man is quick in assigning guilt and passionate in seeking to right the perceived wrongs.
Numerous belief systems have sprung up to defend one group after another's view of my
situation. Religious groups have been formed because of that event, and wars have been fought
to argue the rightness of one group's perception of those events over another's. I was crucified in
error, and any numbers of other political or religious groups were at fault-or so the historians and
writers of religious interpretations argue.
My reasons for following through with the act are considered only marginally, if at all. Man's own
view of my execution and his perception of what it means are ultimately more important in his
thinking than even my perception. This individual's view of his own spiritual existence is of more
concern; it is more important that his ration of spiritual acknowledgement be larger than others.
Man's view of others and his actions against them often has religious superiority at their core. One
person's individual perceptions are morally better and the political behavior of groups-however
brutal or demeaning-is absolved because of its spiritual approval. Religion was created to
empower.
In essence, the act of my crucifixion was one of me taking responsibility. I used it to assume the
responsibility for all of creation. I chose to create this example knowingly. Living in a society that
understood the symbol of sacrifice, I consciously became the image of that method of redemption.
Man needed a visible demonstration of spiritual commitment, and I provided one for him, knowing
it would morph into symbolism that would re-direct man's spiritual thinking.
Man had turned his back on his Creator and was ignoring the truth that was available to him. His
sin was not one of breaking cultural taboos-it was choosing to disregard the nature of his
existence. Man was forgetting or knowingly disregarding the spiritual truths his Creator had
provided for him. Once man had made his choice, he had had to experience its results; the state
of the world at that time was the outcome. Even with my regret, I had allowed this creation to
progress to that point.
As the physical embodiment of the Creator on Earth, I became my own scapegoat and accepted
the blame for allowing man to turn to darkness. I showed man a supreme example by assuming
the responsibility for all of my Creation. This was an inclusive responsibility. Everything was part of
my responsibility because I was in everything. I was taking full charge of changing its direction,
and my visible action showed my commitment.
The act of redemption that is spoken of on Easter was in actuality my commitment to being
responsible. Just as I was responsible for the nature of my creation, so man is responsible for
himself and everyone he is connected to as part of his own creation. Being responsible means
remembering he is part of this connection whenever a decision is made. Maintaining alignment
with the Creator means discernment and a balance with all. Redemption for man means honoring
this connection with every choice and through each determined action. Man must continually take
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charge of his own redemption-just as he must continually remember his connection to every other
part of my Creation.
Forgetting this connection is dishonoring man's place as a part of Creation. Turning against
others-for whatever reason-is irresponsible. Consciously seeking out this conflict is sin and
dissociates one from the connectedness of Creation and the Creator.
Use this Day of Resurrection to impress on your thinking that you are just as responsible for the
state of your creation as Christ was at the time of his crucifixion. It is your life you are creating, and
it is your responsibility, not someone else's. You decide how it is shaped and how you interact with
everyone else. You determine the extent it honors the Creator's plan. You redeem your existence
by the extent of your commitment to it.

Esu
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Christ Michael Aton Comments on Reality and Creation
By Jess Anthony
# 139 Aug 9, 2013
8-5-13
I think it's time to listen for comments. I am open to whoever wishes to speak.
Jess, this is Christ Michael, as you call me. I am in you, so it is not hard for me to speak whenever
I feel the necessity. The mystery surrounding hearing messages and comments from your guides
is not as complicated as people believe. It is a matter of clearing your mind of thoughts that clutter
your focus and then being open to hearing what we have to say. Anyone can do this if they let
themselves. Think on that statement. My availability is constant; it is only the uncertainty of the
listener that creates the barrier.
You have been preoccupied with activities that have enriched your personal life and your view of
yourself. This is a good thing. I experience the joy you have when you accomplish a task you have
given yourself. I also feel the disappointment or the frustration you experience when your
envisioned outcome is not achieved. Your perceptions on your actions and on yourself are factors
that color your willingness to accept the end result as a creation. You feel failure when measured
by your imagined standards, when you should regard the end result as an amazing achievement.
You have formed an idea that connected with your physical surroundings. This is creation, make
no mistake about it.
I understand your sense of restlessness in the face of what seems like ever-continuing delays. Be
assured there is a definite end goal that is determined. This will not be prevented. However, the
process of getting to that point is always in flux because what you think is a one solid reality is in
actuality a vast arrangement of choices that determine what reality is. Reality is a sequence of
choices that connect from the beginning idea to the completed product. Once the end product is
reached, man tends to look at the sequence as the only path to the result. This is not the case.
There are as many sequences to results as there are individuals making choices. No two
individual choices are exactly the same. All are factored by the individual's personality, the
parameters defining the choice options, and the perception of how best to proceed. No sequence
of choices is better than another, in terms of the nature of one choice being superior to another; all
are part of my experiences through individuals. However, for man, the nature of the end result
does color the decisions along the way. Some sequences are deemed less aligned just because
of the nature of the end result. The process itself is not flawed-only the ability to discern the most
spiritual sequence in terms of remaining as closely aligned to my truth as possible.
Alignment with me comes in as many colors as the natures of the individuals seeking to be
aligned. I am all of my creation, and the aspects of my creation reflect back on me. Some aspects
shine more than others, as you know. Even so, I don't condemn those who are darkest in their
reflection of my light. You perceive me as disappointed, frustrated, and out of patience with the
inability of the so-called dark to see the truth. Remember I still love them. All you understand is
factored by your discernment and past experiences; your characterizations of my feelings are
extensions of your own emotional reactions. You perceive me in the likeness of you, and you have
me reacting the way you choose for yourself based on your memories and perceptions. I am this
to you, but I am much more. Your task is to view me beyond your individual limitations.
Many refuse to do this. This blindness to the light has caused the disastrous state your world is in.
The free choices man has made on your planet have led to unimaginable problems-all because
man has refused to ask my assistance. He has taken it upon himself to be the source of creation,
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not me. I am forgotten and ignored. Man doesn't understand the limits of his understanding, and
he blindly assumes he knows all. This myopic view has led him to create religions and political
structures that compliment his misperceptions. It is a chain reaction of bad choices and
tremendous mistakes, and the end products have created the chaotic situation you find yourself in
at present. I created the means for this to happen, and I am stopping the possibility for it to
continue. This is my right as creator. I love my creations, but I want them to function as perfectly
as my original perception of their capabilities.
This is happening now. I am closing down the channels of misdirection and falsity. It is time for
man to see clearly again and be able to make choices informed with my truth, not man's untruth. I
always envisioned an earth that was a beautiful extension of my love and will. The best way for
others to perceive my vision is to recreate the experience through exploration and choices of
outcomes. Man is created to mirror my intention. He won't fully understand me until he aligns
himself with me. This was my dream and my way of guiding my creation to that end result.
Earth has been a training ground and a laboratory of experience for man. I have experienced this
life through my creations. I am in all and I experience all. Your judgment and selection of right or
wrong has been your choice. I follow your thinking and your activities to observe your
interpretation of your situation. If you ask for me to be with you, I am there. If you choose to ignore
me, I observe as you take steps that are not in alignment with me. I don't punish as you assume. I
watch man as he experiences his own feeling of guilt and sense of punishment. I offer my help
even in the direst situations. Man chooses to accept it or not.
I want to move on to the next phase, at this point. I still love my creation and I always support it,
but it is time to move it to a higher level of spiritual awareness. This is the decision of my creator.
As an extension of the prime source, I experience my created universe for him, just as you are
experiencing my universe for me. He has determined a change, and I am facilitating that.
Man is being given an opportunity to experience this change with me. My plans have determined a
way for this to happen. This is at work now. I am resolving misunderstandings and creating a new
template for man to experience new ideas. He has more to explore for me, just as I have more to
explore for prime source.
Be ready for this to happen.
Christ Michael Aton
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Esu Speaks on Commitment and Completion
By Jess Anthony
# 140 Aug 30, 2013

8-25-13
Esu, the topic of commitment and completion came to mind. Is this something you wish to speak
on? I await your connection and insight.
Jess, I'm here. I sense it is time to address more specifics on what you asked. This is a topic we
considered and touched on briefly before. This is a subject that has some complexity in terms of
how people look at the issue and how it fits into Christ Michael Aton's plan for cooperation on
Earth.
People inhabiting Earth generally think that commitment is giving themselves over to the wishes of
another. They find the other person's ideas more rational or inspiring and feel that their own
perceptions are inadequate in comparison. They feel a sense of insecurity in themselves and
seize onto another's plan for confidence in what they choose to do.
This is out of balance. Another person doesn't understand the true requirements someone else
has, no matter how analytic or persuasive they may be. The act of imposing one's ideas on
someone else is just as wrong as another person seeking to replace his ideas with those of
someone he feels are better. One person doesn't take enough responsibility for him or herself,
while another assumes too much responsibility over another with no valid reason.
Christ Michael Aton asks that his creations understand their link with him and strive to explore their
existence on Earth within the parameters he has set up. Those incarnate are given free will, but
their choices mostly likely stem either from embracing their connection with their Creator and living
in accordance with his plans, or from rejecting the clear linkage he offers and struggling to live at
odds with his blessings. All else really evolves from those two options.
Either scenario is defined by the degree of acceptance of the Creator. The concept of
responsibility plays an interesting role in these decisions. Those who acknowledge their unity with
Christ Michael Aton conversely find the range of choices they face expanding exponentially. All of
Creation is linked to the Creator, and an individual's awareness of being connected to all of it
brings a sense of profound harmony and fulfillment. All decisions are right when in alignment with
Christ Michael Aton. The constant feeling of affirmation creates a sense of belief in one's
perceptions and choices.
This profound conviction about the appropriateness of decisions allows an individual to take
complete responsibility for all choices and actions. All is determined in dialogue with the Creator,
and all actions as a result are appropriate. This assured individual has no need for the opinions or
dominance of another in determining what direction his or her life takes.
Individuals who don't listen to the advice of their Creator are assuming control over their lives
without an assurance they are making the correct choices. Immediate results may seem to be a
great achievement, but the premises for these decisions and subsequent actions are disconnected
from the intentions of the Creator. The end result is always a failure because it is out of harmony
with Christ Michael Aton's plan for his Universe.
Individuals who do not consult with their Creator do not take seriously the responsibilities involved
in their incarnations. The message of Christ Michael Aton is spread globally at this point, and there
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are few who don't have some understanding of how Earth is supposed to function. Those who
choose to ignore his wishes now have no place in the unity of Creation. As Christ Michael Aton
has concluded, these days of disharmony and imbalance are ending.
In view of this determined reality, the notion of commitment is different. True commitment for an
individual comes through an awareness of role he or she plays within the plan of the Creator. An
additional important factor is the knowledge that no individual purpose is more or less important
than another. This type of assured commitment allows full individual responsibility. All responsible
choices are made after a dialogue with the Creator to confirm their appropriateness. Once options
are discussed, an individual may choose freely whichever course of action best fits his or her
situation, given the ever changeable parameters influencing these choices. The Creator doesn't
dictate the terms of decisions nor determine the consequent actions; he only approves or
disapproves the intentions of the selection.
Once the choice is made, the chosen actions must be followed through. The Creator remains
supportive even if a decision is inappropriate for an individual's purpose. Creation gives ideas
form, and man is allowed to be a co-creator on Earth through his free-will nature. Man thinks in the
context of his existence and selects courses of action. By rights, he also should be responsible for
his decisions and their results. Often he is not. The outcome of his choices can be illogical or
unexpected. To prevent this, man's task is to become aware of the importance of his choices in
achieving his own individual purpose within this created world. Much of the time he fails to follow
through with Christ Michael Aton's intentions.
The notion of completion is a corollary to commitment. Once a person commits to an idea, the
concept has a form and an embodiment. Although the end results vary, they have a conclusion. If
the person making a decision has a connection with his Creator and an awareness of his
individual role in creation, his choices show a strong commitment to Christ Michael Aton's
intentions for him. The choices, the sequence of events, and the final results reflect what man
wants to achieve for his Creator. The actions acknowledge his Creator, whether fully or
dismissively.
If someone ignores the intentions of Christ Michael Aton, he is committed only to himself. The
results he achieves satisfy only his ego. This self-focused conclusion is disharmonious and out of
balance with the intentions of Earth and this Universe. The power of this achievement often
creates a block for others seeking to discern their own link with the Creator. They should be able
to recognize their individual connection for themselves, but the persuasive powers of the egodriven are too strong an attraction to counter. Too few can recognize the disharmony this course
of actions creates with their own individual purpose. Too few are able to reject the pull this outside
appeal has on their unformed sense of self.
In contrast to this pervasive corrosion of purpose, Lightworkers must take on the task of creating
examples of lives centered on balanced decisions and aligned actions. An awareness of individual
purpose fashions the parameters of exploration, not limits imposed by culture or those in power.
Commitment acknowledges connection but does not restrict choice. The Creator wants to
experience his Creation fully and expects his creations to discover everything that is possible. Not
limited by his alignment with his Creator, man has an infinite range of choices to make that allow
the Creator to experience his universe through them. The possibilities are endless, and the results
are beyond imagination.

Esu Immanuel Kumara
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Esu Gives Warning to Be Prepared
By Jess Anthony
# 141 Oct 3, 2013
9-30-13
Esu, speak to me about what is approaching. Prepare me. Warn me where I should place my
focus.
Yes, Jess. I am here today to give you warning and suggestions for what is coming to pass. The
consensus is that a lesson must be learned before the current situation comes to a close. The
teaching for this will be harsh and eye-opening. Much will be seen to be a lie. Much is operating
with false purposes.
Most people are ignorant of the situation they live in. Many will be angry and rise up to change
what they find is happening. They will be unsuccessful, for the most part. Expectations of
comfortable solutions will be tested, and the possibilities available will be limited.
This scarcity will test men and force them to be self-reliant. If they are not able to find a solution for
themselves, they are not able to take responsibility for their lives. Man must be completely in
charge of his own existence. He must make his own decisions and not assume others will provide
what his existence needs.
This is a necessary step, although we had not initially planned on taking it. We hoped man would
become perceptive enough to recognize the prison he is living in. The parameters of his existence,
unfortunately, have made this realization almost impossible. Man doesn't realize he is living in a
comfortable prison with more restricted movement than he recognizes.
Why are we doing this, you ask? Because man is part of creation-and creation, as an entity, is
changing the context of man's existence. The world is changing for the better, and all aspects of
creation's manifestation must synchronize. Man's physical nature must adapt; his soul will be glad
to work through a more efficient carrier.
We decided the lessons we plan to teach later would not be as meaningful without a firsthand
experience of life without basic assumptions. It became necessary to provide a means for seeing
what life on Earth really is in order to underscore the value of the gift life will be once Earth moves
into a higher level of ascension energy. Man would not realize the significance of the gift unless he
could experience life without it.
I will coach as warranted. My presence is more observational at this point. I must see how man is
able to assess his situation when obstacles unexpectedly appear before him. His life on Eartheven though manipulated and superficial-still is generally one of ease without threat. The larger
part of Earth's population has not been forced to deal with major challenges for a long while. This
is what is now going to happen.
Man must prepare for the unexpected. He must learn to rely on his inner guidance and
resourcefulness. Since man is conditioned not to be self-reliant, he should set aside certain
necessities to make his existence less troublesome. Some preparation for the inevitable is better
than total surprise.
Ask yourself what would you need to survive if resources suddenly were not available? What if
you experienced the destruction of a major natural disaster? What if you had no power as a
result? What if you had no money or means to obtain it? What if you had no means of
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transportation? How safe would you be in your home? How connected would you be with others in
your community? How much would you be able to turn inward and rely on spiritual guidance and
insight? Taking total responsibility means having an answer for these basic questions and not
expecting anyone else to solve your problems. How feasible is that for you?
The danger of potential disaster is clearly evident today. The possibility is real for economic
collapse, unprecedented military conflict, internal political chaos, or martial law-any one of which
could cause global disruption if positioned appropriately. The electrical grid system could fail. The
supply of natural utilities could be blocked. Think about how you would react if you were facing
those scenarios. Could you maintain your personal balance and draw upon your experiences for
insight? Or would you be paralyzed by fear and remain helpless?
These scenarios are no longer hypothetical, I must say. Man will be tested. Those who find their
way through the upcoming trials will be welcomed into Earth's ascension as resilient and reliant
members of the new universe. Ask for guidance and you will receive it.
Esu
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Esu, Aton, Siraya, and Creator Source All Speak of Inevitable
Change
By Jess Anthony
# 142 Nov 15, 2013
11-11-13
Comments today? I'm eager to hear what is appropriate for me to communicate. A variety of
sources are fine, if that is better.
Jess, there is a variety of speakers today. This is Esu first. I have much to say to prepare for what
is to come. The time has arrived for closure and evolution. Many things we have told you in our
various voices have come to fruition. We see a political chaos and a financial collapse ready to
happen. We have taken charge of both situations and are now poised to make the pushes needed
to topple the precarious balance.
I look at political crises in many countries, not just the United States-as you call it. Financial control
is loosening, and the players the money has bought are being seen for what they truly are. The
governmental decisions they have influenced are leading to the chaos that is boiling up. This
instability will cause vast numbers of people affected by these decisions to recognize the true
nature of their society and their lack of control over their lives. This powerlessness will become
clearer as the days pass.
It will take a few strategic incidents to trigger this new awareness. These have to be so
overwhelming at this point that the mindless public will see and understand. This conditioned state
of mindlessness has been a tool developed by those seeking to control them. This control goes
beyond what you can imagine. It is not just control of activities-although that is evident in the laws
that regulate every action you take-but it is also control of perceptions and expectations. The
general public doesn't complain because it no longer feels it can.
Once the public's eyes begin to open, it will find an innate sense of personal responsibility that has
been blunted and covered over until now. This is part of the role I will take as this enlightenment
starts. I am designated as the coordinator to bring a new perception. My task merges with that of
others to steer the direction the ascension will take. Other coordinators are tasked with evaluating
the results of chosen actions on Earth. Others still are in a position to make decisions as a result
of these evaluations. Closure must happen to end the actions that have led up to this point. The
Creator Source you refer to as God the Father has always had an end point determined for this
phase of Earth's ascension, and the nature of the process getting to that point must be finished
out.
Man has had the freedom to choose how he has pursued this end point, and his decisions play
into the shape this wrapping up embodies. The level of complexity of this closure, in truth, is
evidence of the level of intelligence that has been involved with man's blind incarnation on Earth.
He was tasked with finding a way back to his creator without the direct guidance normally
provided. It has led to immense difficulties, but also amazing growth and maturity. This has been a
testing ground for a most difficult scenario, and man has caused the unexpected to take place. He
has forced those coordinating the ascension process to modify normal parameters and create a
way for him to continue on Earth as an active participant. This is new and without precedent, and
the process has now become a collaborative involvement that includes both man and those from
higher dimensions. The parameters are untested and the uncertainty of the steps has led to this
sense of flexibility in reaching the end goal.
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The bigger picture was always in place, however, to use your phrase. The time for closure and
ascension is part of a larger template that involves much more of your universe than just Earth.
This is the point that the Creator Source determined would end one phase and begin another.
The changes on Earth are part of a vast interconnected shift that brings this section of the
universe more in line with the spiritual light of the Paradise Trinity. The unimagined changes that
will take place on Earth are only a miniscule portion of the immense changes taking place
throughout your portion of creation. This is all to bring you into a stronger unity with your universe
and your creator as spiritual beings.
I am Aton, your Christ Michael. That title means I envisioned your world and your universe, and I
created you to embody my idea of spiritual experience. I shaped you with physical natures of
various sorts to explore and learn. I use all of you to learn for me. I am the creative energy you
extend, and Nebadonia gives you the spiritual insight to know how to use it. You all are extensions
of me in the sense that arms and hands explore for the body and the brain. I experience through
you. My desire is that you remember this connection. Earth has been special to me as the site of
my own physical experience. I look at this part of my creation as a special jewel that has become
tarnished almost beyond recognition. I want to reclaim that pristine beauty as part of the vast
evolution that is taking place.
To that end I am intervening again to be involved with the direction my planet goes. I have taken
many steps to reach the point we are at now. I have allowed the initiatives man has begun to
reach their inevitable conclusions, and one by one I have allowed my forces to take charge of the
processes. We have control over the decisions now, and no new directives will be ordered that are
not in alignment with my wishes.
The public's perception is only of the desperate struggles that are taking place to retain control.
These struggles are now useless. Much will be revealed and explained as man begins to take
back his responsibility. This is happening now.
I am Siraya. I speak again as I have before to Jess as a link with his spiritual purpose. I express
the ideas of the Creator Source to his universe of Orvonton, and I say that this process is
unstoppable. The distinctive form this evolution takes on Earth is shaped by those who have
worked on preparing the way for this to happen. Man on Earth has an innate sense of what is
true, and this is pointed out to him by the means he has come to cherish as embodiments of the
truth. Man will recognize what is in alignment with his creator through the aspects of his life that
resonate with him. He will have an awareness of what is right and what provides spiritual
nourishment. He will recognize the façade his existence has become to ignore this truth, and he
will seek to remove the elements that prevent his alignment with his creator. He will experience the
joy that this unity will bring. His existence on Earth will become the extension of Christ Michael
Aton that it once was.
I am Creator Source as you call me, and I speak directly. I have determined that your existence on
Earth is ready to take its next step. This is one of an unlimited sequence you will take. I view the
process and know how it will evolve. I have created those to make this happen. Many levels of
connection and coordination, all being parts of my creation. You are my vision. My vision is for joy.

Esu Speaks on Criticism and Sexual Presumption
By Jess Anthony
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#143 Dec 5, 2013
Esu, chat? I have issues with sexual attitudes I perceive and with my seeming lack of association
with political concerns. I feel separate and view situations from a different perspective. I feel you
don’t disagree or you would have made me be more conflicted.
Yes, Jess, I’m here. You have been working through your own perceptions on many issues that
you will be dealing with, quite frankly. I haven’t felt the need to interject in this process. I have
trusted you to reach the most appropriate positions on these issues. We have observed your
thought processes, and we have steered your ideas as appropriate.
I can say things, but I think you know what I will say. Your perception is one of more compassion
than most tackling the issues. You are on the “other side,” as it were, and you see issues
differently. This was the purpose of you constructing this incarnation. You saw the issues with gay
men as a most crucial problem to work with, and you put yourself within the issues to be able to
understand their intuitive nature. This lifestyle, as it is called, is by and large not a rational choice.
It is a deep seated compulsion that has unfortunately manifested itself in physically disruptive
forms.
I’m not going to say these choices were good or bad. I’m going to say they were less supportive of
the physical design you were given to manifest your spiritual nature in this dimension. It comes
down to decisions that ultimately are damaging to an individual.
I’m also not going to say that the most damaging decisions are universal. They also are not made
by men uniquely in the gay spectrum. Nor are they as little understood as they were thirty years
ago. So much research and understanding has been inspired by the AIDS breakout that man has
raised his level of sensibility in many areas. Man has moved to a different place in terms of his
understanding of the enormous field of sexuality and cultural perceptions of the function of sex.
Historical attitudes have been examined. Spiritual merging with physical actions has become a
common attitude in many. The nature of sexual understanding is more complex now.
I have told you that I don’t want to draw up a new list of prohibitions—even if actions create
problems. I want to teach that there are better choices. I want to love the individuals and tell them
that there are more spiritual ways to reach a higher level of awareness. I don’t want to condemn
them and make them feel they are less than equal to anyone else just because they have become
conditioned to a less than optimal set of behaviors. I’m not throwing the baby out with the
bathwater, to use that phrase again.
You have lost patience with the time table for change. You feel the best thing to do is continue with
the work you are involved with. You do have subliminal influence on those around you, even so.
This is best for you at this point. You can’t honestly drop all your activities that are in motion. We
are working on our plan. It is immense, and you don’t understand the levels of detail we must
accomplish. The calendar seasons and fast-moving days are only in your perception, you must
realize. We measure our accomplishments in terms of results, not days we have left. I know this is
not a consolation, but it is an explanation.
I say don’t worry about politics. I understand your frustration with insensitivity and a refusal to view
a broader perception of problems. Ego is a factor in most controlling decisions. The chaos is
coming to the surface, and I would suggest watching the situations with detachment and even
bemusement at the extent of people’s willingness to give up control. People have been taught not
to think; only react emotionally. Their emotions have been manipulated, and people have crafted
ideas they don’t understand are programmed into them.
I’ll speak also of anger. I know you feel constant criticism only feeds the anger towards some
issue. Belittling the object of criticism is a common practice. There is a sense of power and
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superiority in finding fault with another. Ego concerns are placated by feeling better than someone
else. The physical and emotional reactions a person goes through in the act of criticism are
addictive. They allow a person to transfer personal responsibility to someone they can blame for
their lack of satisfaction.
People are not to blame for your discomfort. You are the responsible one. You allow yourself to be
open to issues that you know will pull certain triggers. Rather than calmly teaching a better way of
being aligned with the creative concept and allowing all to work together on spiritual progress,
most people ignore their own role in this dialogue and blame others for being the cause of
discomfort.
It is very possible that the other person’s decisions were made with no intention of harming you.
You are affected only because you haven’t resolved personal issues that are irritated by other’s
actions. Piling on fault is not a way to resolve your own problems.
Defuse these situations. Don’t exacerbate them.
This advice is particularly appropriate when you are faced with situations that have developed into
serious imbalances. Gay issues are troublesome, but you can’t approach them by feeling superior
and condemning those caught up in that lifestyle. You are not better than they. You are more
aware, in some cases. You should not presume you know all, nor should you presume you can
judge. Your work will be helping by being supportive and compassionate. You will not be
judgmental and elitist. You must understand any situation before you address it. And you must
have an open mind to be able to recognize the good elements within situations that are hopelessly
imbalanced. There is good in all. This is Christ Michael’s Aton’s creation. He is in control. He has
not allowed others to create evil within it, even if the attacks by some have manifested the
negativity to such an extent there is now a war going on to wrest control.
Man still has the ability to make choices within this incarnation on Earth, although his choices have
been hampered by the decision to remove direct connection with spiritual sources. The glimmer of
Christ Michael’s nature that has remained within individuals is easily ignored and misinterpreted.
This myopia has caused the degree of darkness that has had to be lifted. This is being done. Light
is stronger each day in terms of spiritual awareness. The physical manifestation the dark has
created, however, is uniquely challenging to overcome. It will not win, but it is a difficult adversary.
Man learns as he experiences. We learn as man experiences.
The end result is already determined. There is no chance of failure. The only unresolved issues
that remain determine the direction the progression moves toward the predetermined goal. Man
continues to create ideas, and we must work with the ever-changing shape of manifested creation.
Progress is made continually, even if you don’t recognize the accomplishments.
My final advice is to seek balance and compassion. Avoid being manipulated by others—whether
by other’s ideas or by their direct actions. Defuse situations and teach alternatives by example or
by actual teaching. The time is coming when this will be the norm, rather than the exception. I will
be guiding you in this transformation.
Esu
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Siraya Speaks on Man's Spiritual History
By Jess Anthony
# 144 Jan 28, 2014
1-25-14
Siraya, do you have comments? A bigger overview is good. I want to step back and see events
with more context.
Jess, I speak with authority and comprehension.
Much emphasis is being placed on the ramifications of a single reported event. This is not an
insignificant action. The brothers that have reconciled shaped the development of your planet.
They and their family created the physical nature of your residence and, in fact, created the
physical nature you are using to identify and single out yourself. Their history and their choices
influenced your options and your incarnation.
This has been perhaps the most influential agent that man has dealt with in shaping his life on
Earth, and it was influence that was caused by accident. You must realize that a universe—even a
small one—is vast. The Michael that creates the shape and purpose of a universe is represented
by the structure of his creation, but he must let it choose its direction toward that purpose. He
determines the plans the creation manifests, and he starts the sequence of causes and effects
that give his creation its shape based on his ideas and parameters. The universe determines the
way it embodies the Michael’s ideas. The Michael is observant, but detached from the actual
choosing. Once a choice is made, it must be resolved. The process can be interrupted, but the
sense of incompletion remains.
You have some history of this interruption that became your physicality. Most stories told are only
partially accurate. The reasons for the interruption of your life development were complex but
ultimately self-serving and inconsiderate. The galactic wars that preceded this interaction were
immensely destructive—so much so that they caused a paradigm shift in the intentions of this
universe. The rupture necessitated new solutions to allow healing and regrowth in both the
spiritual and physical dimensions.
Many groups involved in the struggle were focused on their own survival. They had no awareness
of a larger picture of intention and cooperation. They were nevertheless agents in the working out
of the new structure that presented itself to the Creator. They made decisions, and their choices
became manifested in actions that set in motion sequences of events that were unplanned. This
became yet another template for learning and experiencing even though it was not initially
envisioned so. These choices, after all, were only some of the infinite series of options for a
concrete expression of the Creator’s reality.
Many groups interacted with your developing civilization, and they each left aspects of their nature
in the physical embodiment you developed. The Anunnaki were only one such family, but their
impact has had a most profound effect on your sense of cultural identity. They stumbled upon your
planet, in a sense, and realized its potential for satisfying their own needs. Their goal was not
Christ Michael Aton’s intention, but once they began their mission, the decisions they made to
control and modify the Earth were unstoppable. Earth’s paradigm had shifted. Their technology
was so much beyond what Earth inhabitants had developed they became gods and people
worshiped them.
The perspectives of the Anunnaki, and the examples of their behavior and interrelationships,
distorted the intended development of man’s spiritual and physical nature. Spiritual development is
a slow process, and the ongoing growth being observed by the Creator was interrupted before it
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could reach much maturity. Man had much potential, but his immature perceptions were
channeled in another direction to serve the interests of his conquerors. Man’s developing spiritual
parameters had little context to continue to grow as begun. His perceptions and thoughts were refocused on a more utilitarian existence that served the interests of the Anunnaki.
Your planet had had many thousands of years of inhabitants before the arrival of the Anunnaki,
and some groups had achieved higher levels of cultural development than others. Almost no
physical remnants of those cultures have survived today. When they came to your planet, the
Anunnaki were searching for specific elements that were missing on their own planet. The
settlements they established in what became your Africa exploited the inhabitants for their own
purposes.
You have heard the stories of the Anunnaki mining operations and their attempts to modify the
physical capacity of the workers. More significant was the influence the overlords had on man’s
cultural perceptions. Their presence and their dominance changed the intellectual paradigms of
the cultures they controlled. They brought the idea of subservience and blind allegiance to man.
Their example of control distorted man’s spiritual conceptions. God could be fickle, they taught.
God could be vengeful. God could punish for selfish reasons. Man copied the examples of his
gods and learned to be warlike and self-serving.
This spiritual reshaping was the most significant contribution of the Anunnaki. The religious
concepts that developed from their influence continue to shape man’s sense of his relationship
with other men. Wars can be fought for religion. One culture is spiritually better than another
because they are in control. No matter what embodiments cultural groupings ultimately developed,
their spiritual perceptions had been blunted by the example of the Anunnaki control.
This interference has had a global influence, shaping everything that man’s development has
pursued. Political priorities are given religious approval. Economic dominance and ruin is valid and
desired. Personal satisfaction is more important than compassion and consideration of others. All
the dominant religious systems and beliefs in place now truly have been seeded by elements of
the Anunnaki’s need for absolute control.
Man’s Creator has continually been allowing spiritual guidance through incarnated teachers and
examples man has created to exemplify the ideas that have been ignored or forgotten. Some were
the Anunnaki themselves. Others came from higher spiritual realms to attempt to lift man up again.
Man’s spiritual history has recorded these helpers, but often their importance has been recognized
by only a few. These few have developed spiritual streams of their own, and this countering sense
of reawakened awareness has shifted the spiritual paradigm on Earth again and again. This is
happening once more at this time.
You must remember that everything is influenced by everything else. What man is now is the
result of his past. Once energy is set in motion it continues moving, having an impact on
everything it intersects. Each action has consequences on every similar situation, and every
interaction reshapes the paradigms it comes in contact with. Each new situation that is the result
requires new insights to make further decisions.
But these decisions don’t happen purely by random. The Creator’s predetermined end result
governs the direction the flow takes. Spontaneity is conditioned by the reason for the decision in
the first place. The beauty of creation is man’s ability to choose how the end result is reached, but
he doesn’t determine the end result. Discernment plays a role, but it operates within the paradigms
the Creator has provided for his Universe.
Only the Creator knows the complete purpose of his creation. Man can attempt to understand his
intentions and align himself with these paradigms, but his perceptions are conditional, based on
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the extent of his alignment with his source. It is not man’s place to judge that one way is good and
one bad, except within the context of his own perceptions.
How can he alone determine that one opinion is better than another? No one can determine that
but the Creator. It is man’s responsibility to ask what that determination is.
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Esu Speaks on Completion and Closure
By Jess Anthony
#145 Mar 29, 2014

Esu, the topic that came to mind was completion and closure. I would ask for comments that have
a sense of summation and direction. I sense that time is poised for a shift.
Hello, Jess. I have come to talk more. We have created a sequence of comments where one picks
up where the previous one left off. The titles indicate the continuation. This was perhaps
subconscious on your part, but the linking is there. We have worked through preparation, defining
attitudes, and knowing how to discern what is appropriate for individuals. We have encouraged
independence and guided readers to seek compassion and balance with others. We have spoken
on man's life on Earth and described ways it has tested his adaptability. Events inevitably have
materialized from man's misguided ideas, and the existence you find yourself in at the moment is
the culmination of thousands of years of compromise and bad judgment.
It is time to end those ineffective pursuits. Man has become enough aware to feel dissatisfied. He
may not yet know the reasons for his discontent, but he senses that his life can be different. Every
element of his existence is colored by the misinformation that traps him, and most are unable to
see the reasons for this.
Man has been manipulated and directed against his nature by controllers with the ability to
determine the rules they wish to impose. This can be labelled government, but it is more
accurately those who control the governments-people with unlimited resources and an unrestricted
conviction of their right to determine man's behavior. This conviction stems from an inability to see
their link to their Creator. For convenience, we can say this blindness on Earth started with the
interference of off-world groups with little concern for this planet's spiritual purpose.
As a result of this interruption, Earth was taken out of the ongoing process of Universal growth and
evolution. It became a quarantined planet to allow the working out of many challenges to the
Creator's vision. This radical step has proved remarkably successful, in many ways, but such core
emotional issues as anger, dominance, rejection, or criticism continue to dictate man's concerns.
The reasons for their being emotional triggers has not been examined objectively, as a general
rule. Without his knowing it, man's thinking has been conditioned to validate the self-belief of his
controllers. This skewing of Earth's purpose for the benefit of a few is counter to the evolutionary
vision of its Creator. Dominance of Earth's inhabitants for glory and the personal satisfaction of a
few was never the Creator's intention.
Despite the chaos and disruption this sequence of actions has produced, Earth's Creator has
maintained a detached state of observation to see how his creation copes with these unexpected
crises. The Creator also learns as his creation figures out ways to assimilate its problems and
become independent from such challenges. He intervenes only when his purpose is no longer a
determining influence in his creation's decisions and behavior.
The Creator's love for this specific creation is unparalleled. He chose an incarnation here to fulfill
his evolution as sovereign of its Universe. He has continued to watch over his bestowal planet
even though it has developed an almost unrepairable disdain for his intentions.
Man in this incarnation was created originally to exemplify his Creator within the dimensional
parameters of this planet. He was designed to function independently, even as he gave up a
sense of connection with his Creator. His task was to find a way back with only a glimmer of this
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connection to guide him. This journey is the history of man's incarnation on Earth. He has
searched often unknowingly for ways to re-establish his connection to his Creator. This need for
connection has taken many forms and interpretations as a result of man's intellectual inquiries.
Incomplete understanding has developed erroneous beliefs and philosophies. Misinterpretations
and ego-based reasoning has taken man's spiritual awareness in many wrong directions.
This has played out in a vast range of experiences for the Creator, but it can go no further with any
semblance of productive discovery. Man has reached the limit of his usefulness as an experiential
inhabitant within a dualistic civilization. It is time for him to be aware of his full spiritual nature
within the paradigm of an evolving planet. He must understand his relationship with his
environment and his Creator and learn to make decisions based on this interconnection. His
actions must be based on discernment with the compassion needed to maintain the larger network
of spiritual community.
I spoke of completion and closure to you. Completion in this sense means following an action to its
end result. Man's ideas have created his belief systems and dominated the circumstances they
have engendered. His lack of understanding has caused him to ignore the symbiosis necessary
for him live in balance with his planet. These causes and the effects they have manifested are
coming to an end, but man still tends to revert to actions that remain conditioned by his education
and his life experiences. Much has to be stopped and much has to be changed.
Your charge, and that of your readers, is to assist with this change. This implies closure in
resolving an issue. Bringing a satisfying conclusion to a situation brings positive closure. The
emotions and ideas invested in an action may continue to color a participant's view of his behavior,
but his sense of successful completion brings a feeling of finality.
Man will learn to discern. His limited perceptions will be expanded, and his intellectual resources
will be nourished-in part by the personal and leadership examples of your readers. Man's
understanding of his spiritual nature will be illuminated; his subsequent actions will be coordinated
with the intentions of the Creator of whom he is an extension. The systems of belief that develop
will bring transformation to his current shortsighted religious misconceptions. Personal interactions
will be in alignment with universal truths, and collaborative endeavors will be structured with an
awareness of unity and equality.
Cultural decisions will be based on agreements among individuals in alignment with spiritual truth.
One group of men will not presume superiority over other men. Individual skills and cultural traits
will be recognized as a spectrum of personal talents that can be used for the betterment of all.
Each person is unique with a role to play with others in a unified quest for ascension.
All current belief systems must realize a sense of positive closure. They must not continue to
influence man's spiritual conceptions. He must be free to examine and choose independently. We
will provide guidelines and examples of how to achieve this completion.
This change begins now. Man will soon see the reality of his existence and the unimagined place
he has been given in the evolution of his planet and his universe. The evidence of his purpose will
be made clear. He will then realize that it need not be taught or assigned. He will see that man
must only look at himself to see his true nature. All is light and man is part of it, he will recognize.
When he does, he will know that he must shine even more so that others may also see
themselves more clearly. Esu
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Esu Speaks on Many Topics
By Jess Anthony
#146 Aug 5, 2014

Esu, let's begin.
Jess, this is a comprehensive discussion of many topics. It is time I addressed material that will be
important in the days and weeks ahead.
Many of you see how the world goes-its games for power and physical dominance. I am very
aware of the sources and the projections for these actions, who is pulling the strings and who is
being duped. Man has created this impasse, unfortunately, and it will be his problem to resolve.
He can have as much help ask as he asks for, both physically and spiritually, but he more often
than not acts as if he can find the solution on his own.
The knottiest problems are interconnected, and one set of actions is predicated on an assumption
of change in other sections. Military aggression is based on a belief in economic security;
economic risks are based on a presumption of sovereignty. Governmental control depends on
power to determine behavior. People's behavior is manipulated through a conditioned lack of
reason. Dictated educational emphases and politicized religious teachings play a major role in
restricting man's ability to perceive objectively.
This tangle of cultural necessities generally precludes any sort of reasoned discernment. Man
goes through his motions without much question of their purpose. He is locked into an existence
that asks him to use his physical capabilities without question. Any sense of misgiving or
dissatisfaction is labeled disloyal to the superimposed program.
The notion of man being unable to examine his situation's effectiveness for his life's purpose is
completely at odds with the spiritual mission he was created to undertake. Man is an extension of
his Creator, and, as such, he is designed to explore and experience for him. Creation is nothing
but an idea manifested to allow learning from its manifestation.
A distinctive misperception of man's place in creation has contributed to the type of problems he
has developed. To root out elements of rebellion against his plan for the Universe, the Creator
placed his worst antagonists in spiritual quarantine to prevent a direct involvement with his plans.
Disruptors had to rediscover the true nature of Creation's purpose through their own experiences.
Earth's initial overseers were involved with the rebellion, and man who incarnated here
intentionally evolved without a direct awareness of his true spiritual nature. A reconnection with
spirit remained possible, but it required a willingness to cultivate an alignment with universal
perceptions beyond basic individual needs. Man's spiritual development was further complicated
by a physical hybridization carried out by off-world explorers seeking to exploit Earth's resources.
Man was made physically stronger but mentally subservient to his controllers' wishes.
To help man grow beyond his imposed limitations, many teachers and examples of truth and
beauty have appeared throughout history to spark an awareness of man's existence beyond the
routine. Art, philosophy, and religious beliefs have all grown from this inspiration. Man's
perception of these spiritual truths has, unfortunately, remained tarnished and distorted. A few
incarnates with a need to impose their ideas on the many have continued using these examples
for their own purposes. Symbols of universal spiritual truth still are distorted from their purity to
become tools for control and manipulation.
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This manipulation will change only when man begins to modify his view of himself and his
existence. We have provided numerous examples and teachings over the decades to less avail
than we had hoped. Some of the more perceptive have developed the ability to view themselves
objectively and see the disconnection from the Creator's wishes their life exhibits. Most, however,
remain blind to the damage caused by their controlled behavior.
While we haven't given up on man's realization of his need to realign his individual purpose with
that of his Creator, we have decided to move ahead with a bigger agenda of which man is only a
part. Earth and its section of the Creator's universe must change the frequency of its energy to
raise it to a dimensional level more in sync with the intention of its original design. Many
manifestations of imbalance and disharmony will be changed as a result, or eliminated completely,
in order for this part of creation to function more in alignment with spiritual truth. Man's egotistical
drive for control and sovereignty has, in the past, taken his planet to a level of damage that was
considered almost unrepairable. Earth nearly was wiped clean to allow it to start again in several
thousand years with new dimensional mandates. If that had happened, man would have been
removed along with all the other damaging aberrations.
This changed when enough of Earth's population began to see the larger purpose coordinating
their previously myopic existence. They began to understand that man had a much larger spiritual
mission on Earth. Rather than view themselves as disconnected beings struggling to find some
sort of defining identity, they realized that each man was part of a vast spiritual network that was
an extension of the Creator's universal vision.
Man also began to realize he was responsible for how he lived within that universe. He saw that all
his actions and reactions were extensions of his own perception. Decisions based solely on selfinterest were recognized as often being misaligned with higher spiritual intentions. Actions based
on these personal motives tended to ignore other peoples' interests. This selfish lack of
consideration led to disagreements and outright struggle. Man's history on this planet has been
one of egotistical concerns and dominance over others. Earth's inhabitants long ago gave up their
spiritual alignment with the Creator's truth to focus on sensory gratification and personal
satisfaction. Man's achievements have been a compromise as a result-productions that don't
exemplify the true possibilities of co-creations shaped by universal truths.
A desire for control has manifested in greed and restriction. The ones successful in grasping more
have created a system to prevent others from being as successful. Resources are controlled and
given out in monitored portions. This system benefits those running the process, but robs those
being manipulated. More control breeds more governance over others being controlled. Cultural
systems are developed to ensure that control remains. Options for other choices are removed, and
man's long experience with dictated behavior lulls him into a sense of unthinking apathy. This is
amplified through constantly coordinated explanations and limited releases of information. As a
result, those manipulated don't realize they are not in control.
The ones who have assumed power over the Earth's resources dictate what policies the
supposedly representative governments issue to control their electorate. Elected officials ignore
those they speak for and negotiate with power brokers to secure their own place in the controlling
group. To placate the voters, the officials broadcast false images to disguise the reality of man's
existence. Fears are ramped up to foster distrust and anger and avoid any sort of closer
examination. Half-truths are churned out continually to prevent more than the most superficial
discernment.
This is changing. Every day more and more wake up to a realization they are being controlled. The
onslaught of spiritual truth is unstoppable at this point.
The decision was made that the Earth will change, and since enough of its inhabitants awakening
to at least a glimmer of the Creator's vision, there was an agreement that Man would also ascend
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along with his surroundings. That decision was unprecedented, and the ramifications involved in
working out that process have made this path to ascension more difficult than expected. The vast
numbers of people involved are a factor, along with the near collapse of the planet, and the critical
levels of their states of awareness and physical readiness have affected the timeline of when is
optimum.
At this point, the difficulties have been resolved and the process has begun, although those
attempting to control man are still resisting this inevitable transformation. They are fighting with
every last effort they can imagine to preserve what they see is slipping from them. Decisions are
becoming increasingly irrational and desperate. Rumors of wars are a smoke and mirrors tactic to
use man's emotional memories to block his ability to discern the insanity of his leaders' intentions.
The loud propaganda accompanying these threats conveniently masks the moral and financial
bankruptcy of those calling for war. Those who are in fact controlling the money are using
government leaders to manufacture these scenarios for invasion, not for idealistic reasons, but to
boost revenue by seizing control of other nation's assets.
Do not be misled. Do not accept an explanation you haven't determined yourself. Examine what is
happening. Discern the reasons events take place. Follow the thread of benefits to see who profits
from everything. Once you do this, realize the role you play in this. Each person can control only
his own individual circumstances, but if his decisions are aligned with the larger spiritual purpose
of the Creator, each action will affect many beyond the situation itself. Always remember you have
to act responsibly for yourself with the knowledge of why you choose to act in a certain way. Once
you do this, you begin to engage with the network of humanity you are a part of.
Now is the time to begin this. Now is the time to start stepping away from chaos into a glorious
expression of the Universe's purpose. Change is coming and you must embrace your role.
Esu
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Esu Speaks on Connection with the Creator
By Jess Anthony
#147 Nov 5, 2014

11-2-14
Esu, I sense it is time to speak about the levels of connection with Christ Michael and Creator
Source. I see a disconnection between predetermined knowledge of all creation's elements and
the plan for man's choice. Speak to that, if you will.
Jess, it is time to speak again. I see you have questions about what others have said, and I think it
is good to clarify the extent of man's connection with his Creator. We have told you that man is an
extension of his creator. He is designed to experience this level of creation more immediately.
Man's physical perceptions have been developed to examine his interactions within this level of
understanding.
Man on Earth as you perceive him is involved with his surroundings in both an active and a
passive way. He makes decisions on how to connect with his situation, as well as constantly
evaluating how he has to adjust his reactions to remain in balance with the battery of challenges
he experiences. He perceives himself choosing his course by way of his ability to evaluate his
options.
This is, in fact what is happening on one level of his awareness of himself. He has chosen to
incarnate here in this level of dimension to experiment and learn. The best way to do that is
through trial and error. In order to learn the most effective method for carrying out Christ Michael's
vision, he has to explore. To be aligned with the Creator's purpose, however, he also has to keep
his Creator's intent in mind as he goes about exploring. Considered choices are usually more in
balance with spiritual goals.
Man finds that emotions color his choices and his actions. Emotions are based on memories of
past experiences, with both positive and negative results informing recurring choices. He seeks to
avoid discomfort and move ahead with ease and pleasure. His actions are programmed, in a
sense, by previous examples. This process does involve choosing, but it is also conditioned by
preconceptions. The choices are not completely without a rubric of the results of different actions.
Choices are never without a context. Man has to examine possibilities to determine what his
course of action should be. Investigation and analysis play a part in this discernment, as does
experience and instinct. Decisions are not separate incidents, but are built on a sequence of
previous results that shape the new choice.
It is vital that man realize the complexity of making a decision. He must realize that he draws upon
his experiences and his acquired information as he shapes a route to a new result. He must also
be aware that his past experiences color his perceptions, and that the data he has collected is not
complete. His goal is to make choices that are as informed and embracing as possible. This allows
him to have a more balanced judgment.
This context then must be additionally measured in terms of its spiritual parameters. Any decision
must ultimately be evaluated in terms of its alignment with the Creator's purpose. The Creator's
vision involves all aspects of his creation, and man's decisions should embody this integral nature.
No decision is without ramifications within man's experience on Earth.
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This process for making decisions is constructed to suit man's type of incarnation. He perceives
history as being linear and space as having breadth. This perception gives him tools to examine
his existence of experimentation. His awareness and knowledge is defined in his third
dimensional terms, although his spiritual nature is moving to a higher vibrational frequency than
what has previously defined his understanding.
This is a dichotomy. Man's analysis is in transition, even when he is not aware of the expansion of
factors he now has to examine. This is why decisions that previously were effective are now failing
and leading to misinformation. A new layering of perception is needed, one with some aspects
adjusting to the new spiritual components and others falling away into routine and habit.
This layering was not accidental. The nature of ascension allows those ascending to understand
more and discern a more comprehensive spiritual nature of their experience. Christ Michael Aton
has determined that Earth will ascend, and the effects of that shift are becoming obvious. Man's
choices remain experientially free, but their context is changing.
In that sense, you can say that man's free choices are prescribed within an established template.
The parameters that he perceives as determining positive and negative, successful or
unsuccessful, are pre-determined. The nature of success was created to be that way, with the
definition of success planned to suit a universal ideal. The process of choosing was designed to
provide a sense of independent experiences, although the final outcomes were already planned.
As man ascends, he learns more about this comprehensive system that uses his exploration as
only one layer. He begins to see that individual decisions are necessary for his physical existence,
but also that his actions as a whole must fit within a large universal vision.
Now is the time that man is beginning to see this layering of choice and purpose. It is clear that his
role is taking on an awareness of this larger vision for his existence. Man's choices must now be
tempered with a new purpose and perception. They must be integral to a broader outline for
Earth's ascension.
Man is part of his Creator. His connection is complete, whether he realizes this or not. Your role
should be to help him understand this realization.
Esu
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